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Editor’s Letter
Dear Readers,

C

ommunication can be tough. As we all know, many
children diagnosed with autism have a more difficult
time developing the language skills they need at first.
Nonverbal communication, such as eye contact, hand gestures and facial expressions, can especially be a challenge.
While many children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
develop communication skills differently and more slowly
than their neurotypical peers, research indicates professional early intervention along with parental involvement can
make a significant impact on a child’s development.
Since communication is key to growth, we sought ways we
can work together to help ASD children and their families
communicate better. In addition to highly-recommended
forms of therapy, such as applied behavior analysis (ABA),
speech and occupational therapy, there are small steps you
as a family can take to help facilitate improved communication.

First — it’s time to play! We have been closely following the
success of LEGO®-Based Therapy as reports have revealed
this toy is a favorite among children on the spectrum and has
led to the popularity of LEGO®-based clubs. In an effort to
learn more, we reached out to Amy Wagenfeld, PhD, OTR/L,
SCEM, Research Coordinator at the Els Center of Excellence,
to provide an article for us on what makes LEGO® bricks an
applicable intervention for therapists as well as an activity for
groups. In her piece, LEGO® Therapy: How to Build Connections
with Autism One Brick at a Time, Wagenfeld explains the fundamentals, the process and the valuable social connections
that can be made.
We are also pleased to provide the advice of Ayodeji Oyewale, a lecturer at Nash College, Bromley, UK who believes
teaching a person on the spectrum to shop can aid the development of excellent social skills. Be sure to check out his
guidance in Ways to Develop Social Skills and Independence
at the Store as he discusses important tasks such as: making
choices, money matching, exchange task, the task of waiting
and road safety.
Be sure to also review our articles on the new research surrounding integrated therapy and primary tools for communicative play with your child.
In addition to professional guidance from noted medical
professionals, coaches and occupational therapists, we always love to hear from our readers, the moms and dads who
share their journeys. Lindsay Wieand, for example, the mom
of a four-year-old boy diagnosed with autism, has provided
us with a piece in which she describes how she was able to
help her son communicate through the creation of simple
sensory boxes. Wieand provides multiple ideas for developing box themes and gathering materials — there is likely a
box or two you can create with someone special.

Journaling has long been revered as a way to express personal feelings and document important life moments, however, one mom discovered daily journaling also increased
vital communication with her autistic son. In her piece, How
Journaling with My ASD Son Created a Special Life Connection,
Vickie C. describes the special connection and improved
communication skills she and her child created through the
simple use of a daily journal several years ago. It’s a simple
and cost-effective idea that could lead to increased communication and a lifelong family connection.
We are also happy to share the success story of Sarah Patten in The Need to Grow - Advice on Changing your ASD Child’s
Relationship with Food. Author of What to Feed an Asperger,
Patten describes the successful gardening journey she and
her teen son went on that has led to his acceptance of many
vegetables. Her ideas are sure to motivate you to start your
own garden.
Speaking of inspiration, be sure to check out our articles
which highlight impressive women diligently working to
change the daily lives of people with autism. For example,
Karen Bowersox, a grandmother of a special needs child, designs, develops and markets a special clothing line to meet
the needs of individuals with disabilities and their families.
We also have an article by inventor Leslie Hanes, present
owner of Discovery Trekking Outfitters, whose mission is to
make swimming accessible to everyone through her launch
of specially-made discreet swim diapers. We also want to introduce you to Susan Sullivan who shares information about
a unique nonprofit known as PreLOVED Toys, Inc. a sustainable green business that creates employment for people
with autism and other challenges.
Here’s to finding new ways to communicate with the people
we love.
Kind regards,
Amy KD Tobik
Editor-in-Chief

Disclaimer:
Autism Parenting Magazine tries its best to deliver honest, unbiased reviews, resources, and advice but please note that due to the variety of
capabilities of people on the spectrum that these are recommendations and are not guaranteed by Autism Parenting Magazine or its writers.
Medical information, including but not limited to, text, graphics, images and other material contained within Autism Parenting Magazine is
for informational purposes only. Always seek the advice of your physician with any questions you may have regarding a treatment.
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BUILDING SOCIAL CONNECTIONS

LEGO -Based Therapy:
How to Build Connections with Autism ®

ONE BRICK AT A TIME

By Amy WAGENFELD, PhD, OTR/L, SCEM

W

hat we recognize as the modern day LEGO®
brick was introduced in 19581.
LEGO®
combines two Danish words. “leg godt,” which
means play well1. The fundamental premise of LEGO®
Therapy is to do just that. So,
let’s get our bricks on and talk
about LEGO® Therapy through
the lens of occupational therapy.

Invented by Ole Kirk Kristiansen, the family owned LEGO® Group was founded in
1932, much to the delight of millions of children and adults throughout the world.
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FUNDAMENTALS
The ability to form meaningful and self-fulfilling interpersonal relationships is closely aligned with social communication skills. Social communication
skills help people function successfully in their daily
lives. Individuals with ASD, at varying degrees, lack
effective social communication skills. This includes
theory of mind; recognition that there are other
ways of looking at the world than through one’s own
lens, poor eye contact, and reciprocal communication. And, while there are many social skills interventions that are available for individuals with ASD, few
lead to generalizable outcomes. What is learned in a
structured social skills program often cannot be applied in the ‘real world.’ Enter LEGO® Therapy; a naturalistic intervention, that for many with ASD is a satisfying means to address social communication skills,
and so much more. LEGO® Therapy captures a child’s
intrinsic interests and builds (no pun intended) on a
foundation of motivation and behavior change.
Using LEGO® as a therapeutic medium was first reported in the research literature by Dr. Daniel LeGoff
in 2004. He was trying to provide effective social
skills intervention for children with ASD with few
positive outcomes. Many of the available programs
were, in Dr. LeGoff’s words, uninteresting and lacking in intrinsic value for children. Equally as important, he felt the results of most social skills programs
were not generalizable from one setting to another,
that is, enabling the skills to transfer from classroom
or clinic to the playground. Dr. LeGoff developed an
intervention he called LEGO® Therapy to fill the void
in effective social skills programs.

PROCESS
LEGO® Therapy is far more than transforming a pile
of LEGO® bricks into a completed project. It is a
form of group play therapy with specific guidelines.
For many reasons LEGO® Therapy is a successful social skills intervention for children and youth with
ASD. While the sky is the limit in terms of what can
be constructed from LEGOs® (have you seen entire
cities constructed in miniature from LEGOs®?) they

are a highly-structured and systematic toy. Structure
and systematic materials appeal to many individuals
with ASD. Because of the highly-structured and predictable nature of LEGO®, it is a desirable medium for
children with ASD, particularly those who are more
high functioning. So far, so good.
Engagement in construction activities, like LEGO® is
second only to rule governed games in terms of effectively facilitating social interaction as compared
to dramatic and functional play3. LEGO® Therapy is
a successful intermediary to address social communication skills. In fact, research has found significant
benefits associated with LEGO® Therapy. They include improved sustained initiation of social contact,
improved length of social interaction, and reduced
rigidity for children participating in LEGO® Therapy
pre-treatment and compared to those who were on
a waiting list to participate in LEGO® Therapy2, 4.
LEGO® Therapy provides natural reinforcement, as
building is a highly desirable activity. The LEGO®
Therapy process requires a division of labor, communication, rule setting, social engagement, and oh
yes, is fun. LEGO® Therapy involves several roles for
a group of three children to fulfill, which ideally shift
within the course of a 60 minute session. The roles are
engineer, supplier, and builder2. The engineer directs
and describes the instructions for the project. The
supplier locates the correct pieces and passes them
on to the builder. The builder puts the bricks together. In order for the project to go from bricks to final
product, the three players must be able to communicate with each other, verbally or non-verbally, and
to engage in joint attention, creativity, and problem
solving. Rules also have to be established between
the ‘players.’ They typically include construction
rules; whomever breaks the project must fix it; and
put pieces back from where you got them; conduct
rules; no stepping on the LEGO®, furniture, or each
other; and social rules; do not take LEGO® away from
each other, do not tease, and no shouting2. Typically
parents are not involved in LEGO® Therapy, as they
may disrupt (unintentionally!) the flow of the building process. Instead, parents may use LEGO® Therapy
time to have their own informal support group.
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CONNECTIONS
As an occupational therapist, I recognize an even
more expanded value of LEGO® Therapy beyond
its demonstrated capacity to help children improve
social communication skills. Here is why. The basic
premise of occupational therapy is the therapeutic use of everyday activities (occupations) with our
clients. Occupational therapy is also all about client-centered and individualized practice; identifying what is meaningful and important to those we
work with and incorporating it into an intervention

o Match bricks by size or
shape
o Create symmetrical projects
o Find specific bricks when
mixed in with others of
varying colors, size, and
shape
o Trace around bricks with
fingers and pencils
o With eyes closed, identify
the shape of a brick

Fine Motor Skills
o Reach for, grasp, and release bricks located below,
at, and above waist level
o Practice various prehension
(grasp) patterns, such as
picking up a LEGO® with
thumb and index finger,
thumb and ring finger, etc.
o Move small bricks from one
place to another within one
hand while the other rests
on a table or in the child’s
lap
o Pick up and store bricks
one at a time with and in
one hand and then release
them, one by one using
only that same hand
o Lock the bricks together
and take the project apart,
one brick at a time
o Place bricks in containers
using over sized tweezers,
tongs, or hinged chopsticks

plan. The primary occupation of childhood is play.
LEGO® is one form of play. Using LEGO® is clearly occupations-based and projects can easily be individualized and graded to be easier or harder in order to
meet every child’s needs. Using LEGO® as an activity
is enjoyable, and meaningful for many children and
youth! While working on building projects or simply
using the bricks as a base therapy tool, LEGO® as a
therapeutic medium also offers the following therapeutic benefits through the lens of occupational
therapy:

Cognitive Skills

Visual Perceptual Motor Skills
o Follow a diagram to build a
project
o Correctly align the bricks so
all pieces fit together
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o Identify bricks by color, size,
and shape
o Create towers with largest
bricks on the bottom (base)
and smallest on top
o Match bricks to pictures of
a specific brick
o Count total number of
bricks or bricks by color
o Find other objects in the
clinic that are the same color or shape as a particular
brick
o Correctly sort bricks into
containers identified by
size or color
o Follow directions to place

bricks over, under, between, on top, on the right,
left of a line, doll, or body
part
Sensorimotor Skills
o Lock bricks together
o Find objects (e.g. crayon,
key, coins) hidden in a
bucket filled with bricks
o Stand on and walk barefooted over a 12” wide
LEGO® ‘road’ without falling off
o Pick up and drop bricks
into a bucket when laying
on belly in a net swing
o Dip bricks into a shallow
tray of paint (bumpy side
down) and stamp onto
heavy paper secured to a
table top or vertically along
a wall
Self-efficacy Skills
o Express pleasure at engaging in and completing task
o Initiate desire to use LEGO®
at subsequent therapy sessions

BUILDING SOCIAL CONNECTIONS

While not formal therapy, LEGO® clubs can happen on a rotating
basis at children’s homes or perhaps as part of an afterschool
program or at a community center.
LEGO® THERAPY AT HOME
While it is not LEGO Therapy without formally being
implemented by a therapist, there is good reason
for two or three ‘LEGO®-heads’ to informally work
together (call it a club!) to build with LEGO® for an
hour or so on a regularly scheduled basis. It could be
mutually beneficial on many levels, socially, cognitively, and motorically for children and a built in time
for parents to gather and socialize while their children build. While not formal therapy, LEGO® clubs
can happen on a rotating basis at children’s homes
or perhaps as part of an afterschool program or at a
community center.
®

LET’S BUILD
The holistic nature of LEGO® Therapy makes it an applicable intervention for therapists across disciplines.
It can also be informally implemented in afterschool
clubhouse programs, homes, and at camp. LEGO® is
therapy, but most importantly, LEGO® is fun. Build
on!

RESOURCES
1. The LEGO® Group. (n.d.). The LEGO® Group History. Retrieved
from: http://www.lego.com/en-us/aboutus/lego-group/the_
lego_history
2. LeGoff, D.B. (2004). Using LEGO® as a therapeutic medium for improving social competence. Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders, 34 (5), 557-571.
3. Owens, G., Granader, Y., Humphrey, A., & Baron-Cohen, S. (2008).
LEGO® therapy and the social use of language programme: An
evaluation of two social skills interventions for children with
high functioning autism and Asperger syndrome. Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders, 38, 1944-1957.
4. LeGoff, D.B. & Sherman, M. (2006). Long-term outcome of social skills intervention based on interactive LEGO® play. Autism,
10(4), 317-329.

Amy Wagenfeld, PhD, OTR/L,
SCEM is the Research Coordinator at the Els Center of Excellence in Jupiter, FL and Assistant
Professor in the Department of
Occupational Therapy at Rush
University. She received her BS in
occupational therapy from Western Michigan University, an MA in human development from Loyola University Chicago, and a PhD in
education from Walden University. Amy presents on
and publishes widely in peer-reviewed and popular
press journals, magazines, and books, on topics relating to occupational therapy, interprofessional
collaboration with designers, and access to nature.
She is co-author of Therapeutic Gardens: Design for
Healing Spaces, published by Timber Press.
The Els for Autism Foundation was established in
2009 by Liezl & Ernie Els shortly after their son Ben
was diagnosed with autism. Els for Autism is committed to helping people on the autism spectrum
fulfill their potential to lead positive, productive and
rewarding lives. http://www.elsforautism.com/
site/PageServer?pagename=Center_Excellence
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DIETARY CHANGES

The Need to Grow

Advice on Changing your ASD Child’s
Relationship with Food

By Sarah PATTEN

My 12-year-old boy, Henry, an Aspie, has always had a difficult relationship with food.
He finds fruits and vegetables with mixed textures and tastes challenging. Bright
colors and strong flavors usually come armed with hidden unpleasant surprises like
pips and plastic skin encasing wedges of acidic mini-pillows that involuntarily explode - and that’s just oranges!

B

ut we’ve learnt over the years that familiarity with unappealing food breeds acceptance. So in our efforts to foster better relationships with our veg, we have taken to
growing our own and it’s been a wonderful success, giving Henry new insights into
what food actually is. Having control over

what he grows and when he chooses to harvest it
gives him a connection to what he eats that’s missing when food spontaneously appears on his plate.
Henry’s also a scientist at heart and witnessing the
rapid change in form and structure of a plant that
happens to be food, appeals to his investigative
brain.
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We started out with simple stuff;
growing salad leaves from seed
in small terracotta pots along
the window ledge in our garden room. Magical isn’t it? You
wait and you wait and you wait
(there’s a lesson there too), wondering if the seeds are actually
viable and then one day, a pair of
tiny leaves appear through the
compost. From then on the rate
of growth is quite something.
Henry was reluctant at first to
sample his juvenile crop. ‘Can
I really eat this?’ he said eyeing
the salad leaf suspiciously. ‘And
what’s the difference between
this leaf and the ones out there
on the lawn?’
‘Not an awful lot,’ was my answer
looking out at our unkempt
lawn with a definite imbalance of dandelion and clover to the struggling grass.
Henry planted six salad leaf varieties with care and
delicate precision, each with very different shaped
foliage and a color spectrum ranging from the palest lime green, through apple, mint and jungle to
the darkest viridian. We love variety and kids, like
salad leaves, are all just a little bit different and we
celebrate that. Also rather humanistically, our salad leaves’ flavors and personalities developed with
age. A particular peppery variety, with a heat hardly
detectable at two inches high, after a week of uninterrupted growth produced fiery spice with a sharp
intensity that on tasting resulted in one of the best
disgusted faces I have seen from Henry and immediate ejection. Other milder leaves were embraced

and happily eaten either during
absent-minded grazing sessions
or as an accompaniment to a
meal. Although, as with much
of his food, the salad resides in a
separate bowl and only one variety eaten at a time.
Henry moved on to more complex horticultural endeavors
and with it the mixed textures
of French and runner beans. We
left it rather late in the season
to grow these from seed so we
bought the plants online. We
buy second-hand books online,
huge quantities actually, to keep
up with Henry’s consumption of
two to three novels a week. One
brown robust parcel looked like
books but what a fabulous surprise to see twelve, four inch
seedlings laid out in rows; head to toe, the roots with
a little compost delicately encased in a plastic minibag. The next day three other packages arrived.
These tiny bean plants went into the smallest size
of terracotta pot and then three weeks later graduated up to massive two foot wide pots, two and a
half feet tall. We discussed at great length the needs
and growth properties of these beans and in the end
planted four to a pot in a mix of compost and carefully sieved earth. We arranged bamboo poles around
the pots, tying them into a wigwam with string at
the top for the climbing tendrils to take hold.
It looks like this year we’ll be self-sufficient in dwarf
and runner beans and peas. Carrots we’ve yet to
master. So far our carrot crops have been woody and
lacking a carroty shape, taking on more of a beetroot form. Not a success aesthetically or culinarily
(if that’s a word). We had better luck with broccoli,
sunflowers (for their seeds), wild strawberries and a
tea bush that grows so slowly we are only allowed
one cup a week off it until it bulks out a bit.
I can’t tell you what a joy it has been to see Henry
grow his own food. Our selection so far has been
limited and restricted to what we can grow in our
damp climate of unreliable summers. But I have just
had a radiator installed in the garden room, which
will enable us to create a semi-tropical temperature
regime. The orange tree has been ordered, so you
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never know; seeing that orange ripen and picking
it off his tree will undoubtedly change his relationship with that fruit. In the meantime we’re supplying
the neighborhood with early beans, which Henry of
course proudly boasts to have grown himself.

Sarah Patten is the author of What to Feed an
Asperger - How To Go From 3 Foods To 300 With
Love, Patience And A Little Sleight Of Hand. Sarah
has enjoyed an eclectic career that includes being
an environmental scientist, writing and directing
factual television programs and lecturing at universities both in the UK and the US. She says that
the science and the communication skills honed in
TV production were useful in fathoming her complex beautiful child and sharing their journey with
you. Sarah, her husband and two sons now live in
Tunbridge Wells.
http://www.amazon.co.uk/What-Feed-Asperger-Sarah-Patten/dp/1849057680
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Going Green while Creating Jobs
for People on the Spectrum
By Susan SULLIVAN

Imagine turning used toys into a sustainable green business that creates employment for people with autism and other challenges. PreLOVED Toys Inc., a San Francisco Bay Area 501(c)(3) nonprofit, proposes to do just that.

D

iscouraged by the lack of full time employment opportunities for my college-educated
son who has Asperger syndrome, and so many
others like him, I thought there had to be a
solution.

Sadly, 85% of high functioning people with autism
are unemployed or underemployed. Talking to a
friend who was overwhelmed by her children’s outgrown toys, but not wanting them to end up in landfills, I came up with the idea for PreLOVED Toys, Inc.
Our solution is to pick up donated used toys at local
schools where parents can conveniently drop them
off and repair, sanitize, and repackage toys so they
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are safe and ready for a new life. We then sell the toys
at local stores who will gain good publicity for supporting a green business and for helping create jobs
in our community.
The more I investigated where toys are manufactured (88% in China) and the amount of energy, natural resources, labor law violations, and pollution involved with their creation, the more I was convinced
that toys could have a longer life and people with
autism in our community could have employment
opportunities.
The jobs we create will entail cleaning toys, research,
sales and marketing, inventory management, etc.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
We will have a variety of jobs appropriate to various skills and interests,
job training, flexible schedules, and
long-term employment opportunities. We are committed to paying our
staff a competitive wage, while expressly keeping overhead expenses
low.
To test our business model, we held
toy drives at local elementary schools.
The response was overwhelming!
Not only did we receive many wonderful toys but parents thanked us
for making it easy for them to donate
toys to a worthwhile cause. The school principal
used the toy dive as a means to teach students how
they can help the environment as well as help create
job opportunities for people with autism.
The next step was to see if people would purchase
used toys. We had a booth at a local Art and Wine
Festival in June. People were very impressed with
the quality of our toys and very supportive of our
double goal to provide jobs for people with autism
and keep toys out of landfills. We sold over 170 toys
in two days and people contacted us after the festival asking where they could purchase additional
toys. Many customers told us they appreciated the
opportunity to purchase used toys as a way to minimize their carbon footprint. We have also successfully sold toys online.
Our next goal is to open up our first workshop, hire
our first employees, and turn donated toys into toys
ready for a new life. The success of our first community program is essential to our ultimate success.

Once our initial program is up and running smoothly
we plan to expand our workshops across the country. More workshops equals more jobs which means
more lives transformed. As Temple Grandin said, “If I
did not have my work, I would not have any life.”
We have an exciting idea, a great business model, and community interest. Want to help turn our
dream into reality? We are looking for volunteers
who have time and energy to help make a positive
change! We need a Business Operations Manager to
grow the business, a Fundraising Manager to build
and execute our fundraising strategy, and a Marketing Manager to contact stores about selling our toys.
In addition we need workspace in Marin County, CA
in which to operate our first workshop. Tax deductible monetary donations are very helpful and can
be made on our website www.prelovedtoys.com.
Please contact Susan Sullivan at prelovedtoys@comcast.net if you like to be involved or if you have
any questions about PreLOVED Toys. Unfortunately
we can’t accept more toys until we open up our first
workshop.
www.prelovedtoys.org
prelovedtoys@comcast.net
Employing adults with autism through the sale of pre
loved toys.
Susan Sullivan, cofounder of PreLOVED Toys Inc., is
mom to a wonderful 31-year- old son who has Asperger syndrome. He has an older sister and brother. His sister Sarah, who has an MBA, has been volunteering her help to get PreLOVED Toys up and
running. Susan has a background in sales, marketing, and graphic design.
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Advertise with us
Do you have a service or product
related to Autism or Sensory issues?
Buy advertising with

Autism Parenting
Magazine

you can benefit from increased exposure, sales
and enquiries through our advertising packages.
Contact us now at:

AutismParentingMagazine.com/Advertising

WWW.CHARISHILLS.ORG

Phone: 940-964-2145

HF Autism ~ ADD/HD ~ LD ~ Asperger’s

Located in
Sunset, TX

Charis Hills is a residential, recreational and educational summer camp for
children ages 7 - 18 with high functioning autism as well as ADD/HD, Learning
Differences and SPD. Our campers make new friends, discover a highly
personalized, fun-filled and nurturing environment while filling their heart’s
desire to be accepted and succeed in new activities. We have over 25 activities
to choose from. Campers play with a purpose. 1-3 week sessions.
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EDUCATION

The Value of Homeschooling
Your Child with Autism Now

By Teri BROGAN, MS.Ed

As more children are diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), more parents
are looking for alternative forms of education for their children. Any parent with a
child on the autism spectrum knows that traditional education models can be challenging for children with ASD. Private programs tend to be economically exorbitant
and public school special needs programs are growing in demand and size as the
prevalence of autism continues to increase.

R

esultantly, homeschooling is becoming a
popular option among parents with children on the spectrum. As a fellow homeschooling parent with a child on the autism
spectrum, I get many inquiries from other
parents who are interested in doing the
same. It is exciting to see others who are
considering this option as homeschooling can be
quite beneficial for children, adolescence, and teenagers with ASDs.

There are many homeschooling methods available to families who choose this educational
route. Parents can use traditional school-at-home
methods or conversely choose from a variety of
other approaches such as Charlotte Mason homeschooling, classical education, or unschooling.
This is what makes homeschooling beneficial for
children on the autism spectrum – they can get
a tailor-made education that fits their individual
and unique needs.
Autism Parenting Magazine | Issue 39
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Home education provides the ideal environment in which to work
one-on-one with a child on the spectrum because it doesn’t cost as
much to maintain.
There are a variety of other factors that also make
home educating a child on the spectrum rewarding
and successful. Among these elements are the ability
to provide the child with one-on-one lessons, interest-based learning, and technology-based instruction. Each of these dynamics have proven successful
in our homeschool program as they have given our
son the opportunity to grow and learn at his own
pace. They have also made his learning experience
less-anxiety inducing and more enjoyable.

One-On-One Lessons
Studies have found that low teacher-student ratios
are beneficial in all educational environments. Most
specialized autism programs tend to have one-onone or one-on-two teach-student ratios, which is
one reason why they tend to be successful. Though,
these programs are also expensive to implement because they are resource intensive in this and other
regards. Public school special needs programs employ similar methods though they usually don’t have
the funding available to maintain such low teacher-student ratios.
Home education provides the ideal environment in
which to work one-on-one with a child on the spectrum because it doesn’t cost as much to maintain.
The home can be structured in a way to minimize distractions and maximize focus. The parent can easily
work one-on-one with the child, which enhances the
overall learning experience. This decreases the time it
takes to teach new skills and reinforce acquired skills.
It also allows for immediate information processing,
feedback, and correction, which is one reason that
home education programs are also successful.

Interest-Based Learning
Individuals on the spectrum often have intense interests about specific topics that can hinder their ability
to concentrate on other subjects. If left to their own
devises, children with autism will often engage with
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their object of interest to the exclusive of everything
else. Ordinarily this could greatly hinder a child’s acquisition of new knowledge and skills. Yet, in the homeschool environment, such intense interest can be
advantageous.
Because new information and experiences can often
be challenging for children on the spectrum, transitions are easier when they are guided by previous
knowledge. Using the child’s interest can also be
beneficial when trying to get their attention. Parents
can take the time to explore with their child and in
doing so they can open up the world to their child,
step-by-step.
This is fairly simple to integrate in the homeschool
environment. You can begin by engaging the child
in his or her favorite subject. Allow the child to explore it as much and as long as they desire in the beginning. Then slowly start adding other topics that
interrelate to the child’s topic of interest. Try to teach
new subject matter in context with what interests
the child and soon the child’s interest in other topics
will expand.
For instance, your child may have an intense interest
in trains. He may know intricate details about trains
beyond what the average person generally knows.
However, he may not how to write his own name. Instead of focusing on the overall task of writing, you
can integrate this task with the child’s love of trains.
You can show the child how to write the word train
using basic hand-over-hand techniques.
As the child practices writing the word “train” you
can tell him how to pronounce the word and allow
him tell or show you about his love for trains. This
will peak his interest in writing. He may start writing
the word on his own thereafter. As he develops an
interest in writing the word “train,” you can slowly begin to add other letters and words to his repertoire
while giving him plenty of opportunities to practice
writing his favorite word “train.” In fact, this can serve
as a reward or reinforcement tool as he continues to

EDUCATION
learn to write. This same concept applies to other aspects of learning-it is about making education work
for the child.

Technology-Based Instruction
Individuals on the spectrum tend to naturally gravitate to technology. The use of tablets such as iPads
and Androids are paving the way in special needs
education innovation. They are being used in many
school environments but often to a limited degree
due to funding, time, and other issues. However,
parents can readily implement these tools in home
education to help make learning more effective and
enjoyable for their child.

Apps seem to provide another layer of motivation
and stimuli that is not inherent in other educational approaches and techniques. Many individuals on
the spectrum are tactile-kinesthetic learners, which
makes the touch screen functionality of tablets more
interactive and engaging. Apps tend to hold the attention of children with ASD for much longer periods of time. Apps also give ASD individuals the repetition they need to retain information.

There are now an abundance of apps for individuals with autism and other special needs. Parents can
select from a range of augmentative and alternative
communication apps that aid in improving speech
and communication through images, videos, and
audio-based content. They can also use traditional educational apps to successfully teach skills like
reading, writing, math, social studies, and science
when other methods are not as effective.

Different Roads

Tools for kids on the spectrum since 1995.
(800) 853-1057 • www.difflearn.com

Teri Brogan, MS.Ed is a blessed wife and homeschooling mother of two children. Her 10-year-old
son was diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder
at the age of three, which makes her family’s homeschooling journey especially interesting. She also
teaches college-level health science students and
in her spare time maintains her blog Natural Homeschooling where she shares helpful ideas about
autism homeschooling and many other diverse
topics. She is also the author of the book Recovering from Autism: Our Family’s Journey of Hope and
Healing in which she details her son’s journey.

GAINING INDEPENDENCE

Grandmother Creates

SPECIAL NEEDS CLOTHING LINE
to Make Dressing Easier

By Karen BOWERSOX

I have a granddaughter who was born with Down syndrome. Her name is Maggie. As
I watched her grow, I noticed that everything she wore never fit properly. The sleeves
and pant legs were always way too long. She was four years old when my daughter
challenged me to start a company to make clothes for people with Down syndrome.

I

went home that day and thought I would just
buy her something online. Well, we all know
how that turned out. There was absolutely
nothing available for a person with Down syndrome.

So it began! After several months of thinking how
would I ever make a clothing line for these special
people, I called the design school in Cleveland and
asked some of their teachers for advice. They told
me I needed to hire a designer and gave me the
name of a young graduate. Her name is Jillian and
we have been together ever since. So in 2010, Downs
Designs® was incorporated.
We started with just a pair of jeans and now we have
18 styles. People with Down syndrome have a unique
body shape that generally does not fit into off-therack clothes. They have a shorter femur which makes
their legs very short, low muscle tone making it difficult to hold in their tummies. They have difficulty
with fine motor skills, making buttons and zippers
more challenging. The upper body has many challenges as well, but for now we’re focusing on the
best pair of jeans we can make. Then our plans are
to go in to black and khaki casual dress pants.
After four years of developing our pull-on, stretchy
jeans, I realized there was another very large group
of men who have challenges manipulating buttons
and zippers. Next I began researching the boys with
clothing challenges. I couldn’t believe the results I
found. Just autism alone is now one out of 68 births,
and 5 to 1 are boys.
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With those findings, I started another line of jeans. I
call them NBZ® Jeans (no button, zipperless jeans).
They come in standard men and boys sizes, have a
full elastic waist, no button, zipper or tags and they
have the same comfort and ease in dressing as our
Downs Designs® Jeans. The denim is so soft and
stretchy that they are well tolerated by those with
clothing sensitivities.
The ease in dressing plus the look and style of both
these brands makes them loved by all who wear them.
Our clothing solutions also help eliminate a unfair
negative stereotype formed by individuals unaware
of these clothing challenges faced by so many today!
We also just launched our “Adopt-A-Jean™ Friday”
program and we will be donating a pair of our jeans
every week to someone nominated by someone
else. We hope that by people sharing their stories

GAINING INDEPENDENCE
about the dressing challenges they face, we may
bring more awareness to
the forefront.
We are currently preparing for the start of the new
school season. We will be
introducing a community service project idea to
donate special needs students Downs Designs® or
NBZ® Jeans. We hope to
bring awareness to the
communities about the
importance of self-esteem
and independence that all
of us strive to achieve. The
community service project idea would be a worthy experience for all involved. The students would
find ways to raise money, so the jeans can be donated to the special needs students, in their own school
districts, their community or even plan to donate to
wounded or disabled veterans.

www.facebook.com/downsdesigns
Twitter @DwnsDesigns
Karen Bowersox is the mother of two daughters and
twelve grandchildren, one with Down syndrome.
She is married to Dr. Harold Bowersox and they just
reached their 25th wedding anniversary.
Karen started her first business in 1986 by creating a housekeeping service called Kare-N-Kleen.
Her cleaning company grew to maintain over 250
homes with a staff of 25 women and a fleet of company cars. At that time, there were no cleaning companies like this and now they are everywhere. Karen sold the business after twelve years and stayed
home to watch many of her grandchildren be born.
When her husband decided he wanted to go into
private practice, she set up his medical practice and
ran that for ten years. Five years ago, Karen started
a clothing line for people with Down syndrome and
last year she started her second clothing line called
NBZ Jeans. She recently combined both businesses into a non-profit (pending) corporation called
Downs Designs Dreams.

DEVELOPING LIFE SKILLS

Excellent Ways to Develop Social
Skills and Independence at the Store
By Ayodeji OYEWALE

The relevance of social skills among autistic people cannot be overemphasized as it
has enabled them to interact and be independent in the society.

I

t is crystal clear that contemporary society has
failed to provide enough support for people with
learning disability as most societal structures assume that everyone in the society is able, and in
order to reduce the challenged face by people
with autism, there is need to encourage them to
develop some fundamental social skills that will
enable them to live a good life.

Consequently, shopping has been identified as an
activity that can enable people with autism to develop good social skills. For the purpose of this article,
we shall examine some of the tasks that can be designed while engaging people with autism in shopping activities. The tasks include: choice making,
money matching, exchange task, the task of waiting
and road safety.
• Choice Making (Decision Making): One of
the reasons behind shopping is to equip the
autistic person with decision making skills.
As part of this activity, the student should be
encouraged to select a preferred item to buy
from a list along with photos of different items
based on what you think they might need.
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Please note that the choice list must be kept to
a minimum, however, the list can be increased
based on the improvement of the student in
question. It is important to start with two or
three choices and increase according to the
improvement observed.
More importantly, the student should be encourage to identify what they have chosen when they
get to the shop without prompt. This can be done
by following these steps:
1. Give them the picture of the item chosen when they are in the shop
2. Move close to the area where the item
chosen is kept
3. Avoid showing any other cue to observe their responses
4. Give the student time to think and
don’t prompt too much to avoid confusion
5. If not showing, use prompt
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Please note that you need to be observant to
the improvement made after each shopping
trip in order to reduce the support. For example, the person supporting the student might
not need to move close to where the item chosen is kept after practicing many times. It is
also important for us to recognize the need to
repeat the activity as it may take some time.
• Money Matching: Another key aspect of this
activity is to support the student to match
money with photo or symbols. Symbols of
monies should be printed and laminated in
color to retain the original color of the money.
Then money should be given to them to match
with the symbol and if the student has been
able to match money, then a price list can be
made with the symbol of money beside each
items in the list. The student should be asked
to count the money to buy the item from the
money given to the student. Please note, try
to reduce the item on each shopping list to
two and make sure you provide money that
the student will use. If the student is able to
do this, then move to the next stage by putting the cost of each items in the price list and
tell the student to count out the money that
will be paid in the shop. It is imperative to be
aware that it could take a long time before the
student will get to this stage and allow the student to practice each stage at least 10 times.
Hopefully, they have been doing this as part
of their class activities prior to shopping. The
shopping will give them the opportunity to
have hands-on experience of the money they
have matched. Matching money can also help
our students with their numeracy which is one
of the most essential skills of life.
• Exchange Task: Every form of shopping involves exchange. Shopping will equip the student with the exchange skills that will enable
him to understand that he or she needs to pay
for anything bought from the shop. Prior to
shopping activity, the student can be engaged
in a mini exchange task. For example, from a
collection of cards of different colors, the student can be asked to give a card to collect his
or her favorite item and gradually, money can
be used to reward the student with their favorite item.

• Waiting Task: The shopping activity involves
loads of waiting, starting from getting ready to
go for shopping, crossing the roads safely and
waiting to collect change when needed. Student should also be encouraged to wait, especially while in a queue. The waiting skill can be
developed by exploring different games that
involve waiting and showing awareness of
others. While waiting may be difficult for some
students with autism, there is no harm in trying.
• Road Safety : Whether the student is ambulant
or not, it is important to encourage the student
to understand basic road safety, therefore the
shopping opportunity gives an opportunity
to learn some basic road safety. For example,
when to cross the road, how to use the traffic
lights, how to use the pedestrian lanes, etc..
In this session, parents or guardians supporting the student can print out traffic lights in a
color. Please, explain what each color means
to the student and check the student’s understanding by asking him or her questions.

In conclusion, all of these tasks are fundamental
while developing social skills. Although this activity
is subjected to the level of each student and different students have different cognitive ability. It is always important to check your student’s care plans,
likes and dislikes before engaging him or her in this
activity.

Ayodeji Oyewale works
as a Lecturer at Nash
College Bromley United Kingdom. He has
four years experience of
teaching students with
ASD. He has contributed immensely to development of appropriate life
skills for the students with ASD. Ayodeji has a Bachelor degree in Sociology and MSc Human Resource
Management as well as different teaching qualifications. He is passionate in supporting and helping
people with learning disability to break through all
limitations.
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CONTRIBUTE

Autism Parenting
Magazine
D
o you have a story to share? Perhaps you have information that would be helpful to other parents
with ASD kids and want to share the info. Why not
share your story/info with us? Autism Parenting
Magazine wants parents and caregivers to unite
to help each other. Our writing guidelines are simple.

Ideally, the topic needs to be relevant to the magazine.
Any topic that is related to parenting a child with autism or being a person on the spectrum that is parenting would be a relevant topic. Released on a monthly
basis, the magazine features the latest news, tips and
advice for parents of children with autism. With helpful
advice that covers subjects like: behavioral tips, sensory
processing issues, mitigating meltdowns, special education needs and getting access to services, we are confident that the magazine will become a must read for
parents of autistic children.
We do ask that you submit a topic, title or idea of the article to make sure that someone hasn’t already covered
the same thing by emailing the editor. You may use a
blog post that you have posted on your blog already.
THE ARTICLE SHOULD BE A MINIMUM OF 300 WORDS.
FONT DOES NOT MATTER. WE DO ASK THAT IF YOU
USE SOURCES TO PLEASE SITE YOUR SOURCES AT THE
END OF YOUR ARTICLE TO AVOID PLAGIARISM.
At the end of your article please include a few sentences
about yourself and your writing or autism related background with links to your site or products.
Please note that we cannot post your article without a small bio. So please do not forget to send a few
sentences about yourself with your article.
If you have something interesting or informative to
share please email
editor@autismparentingmagazine.com.

HOT OFF THE PRESS!

The New Els Center of Excellence Opens
its Doors to the Autism Community
“This Center is amazing and special just like us,” summed up Zack Poerio, who delivered a passionate and flawless address on behalf of students from The Learning
Center at The Els Center of Excellence. Zack, who along with over 100 other students
attended his first day of school at the brand new Center, added: “Thank you Ms. Liezl
and Ernie for fighting for us – you are my heroes! Let’s make this the best school in
the world!”

T

he Ribbon Cutting ceremony, which was
attended by donors, local supporters, dignitaries and media, celebrated the official opening of the first two components
of The Els Center of Excellence - The Lower School and The Els Center of Excellence
Auditorium Building. Among the special
guests included PGA TOUR players Louis Oosthuizen, Charl Schwartzel and Robert Allenby who came
to support their friend and fellow player. Honored
guests included Palm Beach County Commissioner
Hal Valeche, as well as Mayor Karen Golonka and representatives of the Town of Jupiter. Representatives
from the offices of Congressman Patrick Murphy
and Representative MaryLynn Magar, also attended
the event and a special U.S. flag presentation to The
Els Center of Excellence was made by Congressman
Murphy’s office as part of the ceremony.
Guests were welcomed to the ceremony by Kerry
Kruckel, Executive Director for the Foundation and
Master of Ceremonies for the occasion. First to be introduced was Giuseppe Ciucci, Chairman of the Els
for Autism Board who thanked the attending dignitaries and guests and described the project as “mission impossible that became mission possible!”
Next to speak was Palm Beach County Commissioner, Hal Valeche, a staunch supporter of the project

since its inception. Commissioner Valeche stressed
the positive impact that the Center will have on the
local community:
“I am so proud to have a facility like this in my community. This is a transformative event both for the
autism community and for the neighborhood - the
local community of Limestone Creek.” He added:
“Thanks to the Els family for having the vision.”
Last to speak were Ernie and Liezl Els, the Founders
of the Els for Autism Foundation, and parents of Ben,
12, who has autism and attends the new school.
Ernie opened with the acknowledgement that getting the Center built “took a lot of effort from a lot of
people,” but that “a lot of families are going to benefit from this Center.” He went on to thank all the individuals and organizations that had made building
the Center possible but stressed that the facility was
not complete and that they still have “a long way to
go” — with the next goal to build the Upper School
and all of the sports and recreational facilities.
Liezl Els, credited by her husband as “the power behind this whole thing,” went on to speak movingly
about seeing their dream of a world-class Center
for Excellence come to fruition. Liezl explained their
goal was “to make our Center and programs accessible to people around the world.”

This Center is going to give our children the space to explore and
express themselves. Over time they have had to make do with
whatever they could get.
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“This Center is going to give our children the space
to explore and express themselves. Over time they
have had to make do with whatever they could
get,” Liezl explained “We wanted to build a facility
where these kids could realize their potential...and
so that we could show the world just what our kids
are made of, how strong they are, how talented they
are and how far they can really go in life and what a
massive contribution they can make to society.”
She added: “We have so many plans. Program-wise,
our aim is to service the whole family across the full
life span and construction wise we plan to build on
all 26 acres of this campus, with the next components to go up being the golf practice facility and
the Upper School building.”
Liezl thanked her husband for providing the golfing
platform by which the Foundation was able to raise
so much of its funds. She said: “A huge thank you for
not only what you have given our child but the kids out
there in the community and across the world.” Liezl
also made special mention of Ben’s 16-year-old sister
Samantha, who Liezl told guests, “helps her brother
Ben find his way everyday,” and exemplified the integral part that siblings play in the lives of children
with autism.
After the ribbon was cut by Ernie and Liezl, guests
had the opportunity to tour the facility, enjoy musical performances in the auditorium by Reese Carpenter and Carlos Bosso, and talk to Els for Autism staff
and teachers from the Lower School about the new
Center and the programs and services it will provide.

novative, evidence-based programs focused on
individuals with autism, their families and the professionals that work with them across the U.S. and
internationally.
These two buildings are the first components that
are being delivered of a 26-acre campus that, once
complete, will include an Upper School (with capacity for an additional 150 students ages 14-22),
extensive sports and outdoor recreational facilities
(including a gymnasium, swimming pool, golf practice facility, athletics field, play courts and sensory garden and pavilion), a cafeteria, a medical and
professional services building and an adult services
component. Even before the dedicated buildings are
in place the Center will bring together the critical elements of early intervention, education, sports and
leisure, applied research, transition to adulthood,
medical and professional services, and adult services
all on one campus.
The Foundation’s fundraising campaign is now focused on raising the capital to complete the Upper
School, the sports facilities, the medical and professional services building and the adult services component. Donations can be made online at www.elsforautism.com and by check (made payable to ‘Els
for Autism’) and addressed to: Els for Autism, The Els
Center of Excellence, 18370 Limestone Creek Rd, Jupiter, FL 33458.

The Learning Center, which opened yesterday, is a
public charter school with capacity for up to 150 children from ages 3-14, and, in-line with the entire campus, has been designed to create a learning environment specifically suited to children on the spectrum.
The ceremony also marked the opening of the stateof-the-art Auditorium Building, specifically designed
to help facilitate the dissemination and gathering
of applied research findings and best practices with
the global autism community. The building, which
includes a hi-tech, 300-seat auditorium equipped
with space for programming staff, visiting scholars,
professionals and researchers, will be the base from
which the Foundation will develop and roll-out in-
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This past August, Ernie and Liezl Els led a Ribbon
Cutting Ceremony to celebrate the opening of the
first two buildings of their state-of-the-art Center,
focused on improving the lives of individuals with
autism.

HOT OFF THE PRESS!

Pioneering Mom Invents Discreet
Swim Diaper for People of All Ages
If necessity is the Mother of Invention, perhaps mothers are the best inventors. When
Discovery Trekking Outfitters designed the SOSecure™ swim diaper, they did so out
of need.

T

he former owner of the company could not
find an effective swim diaper for her teenage
son, so he was not allowed in the pool. Although there were a few products available,
they simply didn’t fit properly which resulted
in poor containment.
“They were difficult to put on. The rigid fabric did not
stretch or allow for ease of movement. They were uncomfortable, and not particularly discreet. It wasn’t
hard to see that the design was wrong,” says Leslie
Hanes, present owner of Discovery Trekking Outfitters. There were many challenges in developing the
swim diaper. Almost all containment garments were
made from inexpensive nylon or cotton.
“Other swim diapers do not stretch or conform to
the shape of the body,” says Hanes. “It is quite obvious to everyone, when a person is wearing these
garments. They often fill with air, which can be quite
embarrassing.
Having experience in the outerwear industry, Discovery Trekking Outfitters expertise is in specialty
high- tech fabrics. Naturally, the garment must be
waterproof, but soft and comfortable next to skin. It
needed to have 4-way stretch to fit snugly, contain
more effectively and allow for extra adjustability.
“We wanted the garment to fit very discreetly, in order to maintain personal dignity,” says Hanes. “ We
soon realized that the fabric did not exist. So, we
worked with several North American mills to develop the perfect solution. While more costly, it is washable and very long-lasting, and ultimately is the best
investment.”
Discovery Trekking Outfitters trademarked the name
SOSecure as they truly feel it is the superior swim diaper on the market.

Many of Discovery Trekking Outfitters clients lead
active lives and are able to dress themselves, however some cannot. Therefore the swim diaper needed
to open fully for ease in dressing.
“There are many body shapes, and the hook and
loop (like Velcro) closures enable adjustments that
take this into consideration,” says Hanes.
The garment can be closed on an angle to accommodate both those with small waist and large hips,
or persons with large waist sizes and smaller hip and
thighs. This is extremely important for both comfort
and effectiveness. Each swim diaper fits a waist or
hip size range to allow for growth, weight gain or
loss, in sizes from x-small to 5XL.
“We did not set out to become supplier of continence products,” says Hanes who just launched a
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child’s version of the swim diaper just this year. In
fact, Discovery Trekking has grown mainly due to the
huge popularity of their specialty moisture-wicking,
anti-bacterial towels, stay-dry bedding, and clothing.

currently available, and will last for several years of
growth.

“Most large continence manufacturers have overlooked the needs of adults and teens that require
products such as the adult swim diaper,” says Hanes.
“This market is considered too small to be financially
viable. We disagree. Having realized the importance
of providing such necessary products, we hope that
others will not share the frustration we felt when
Bradley was not allowed to swim.”
“We are on a mission to make swimming accessible
to everyone,” says Hanes. “So it was only a natural fit
for us to launch the child’s swim diaper.”
More information about the SOSecure™ Containment Swim Brief, including sizing, can be found on
the website www.SOSecureProducts.com; www.
discoverytrekking.com, and from other online providers of continence supplies. The SOSecure™ garment is currently available in adult, teen sizes and
now a version for children from ages 5-12 years old.
These swim diapers are substantially better than any

SOSecure™ Adult and Teen Swim Diaper

SOSecure™ Child Swim Diaper

“I’ll Never Give Up On You”
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

Please, click to listen & share

youtube Autism Song “I’ll Never Give Up Ou You”

* To Our Wonderful Children *
Autism is what our children have,
autism is not who they are. Writing
and recording this Autism Song "I'll Never Give Up On You" was such a positive
experience. The picture of this little boy with his angelic
face, is my son. He was diagnosed with autism at age 3.
He is now a wonderful young adult. Diﬀerent. Yet, equally
important! Keep raising awareness.
The Best to You and Yours on this uncommon journey,
George

Available on iTunes

https://itunes.apple.com/.I’ll Never Give Up On You
All Proceeds Used to Further Autism Awareness
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Thrive in Chaos
Experiencing Joy and Happiness...WHILE
You Serve Those With Special Needs

by Kyle and Alek JETSEL

Meet Kyle Jetsel, a happily married father of six with two sons affected by autism. The
Jetsel family has come to realize they have a choice. They choose to be optimistic, to
repel discouragement and to THRIVE in the CHAOS. Kyle and his oldest son, Alek, have
written a book that details the JOY, the ZANINESS, and the LAUGHTER that can result
from children that have no fear of rejection, retribution and sometimes... no conscience.
Kyle is originally from Dallas, Texas but now lives in Boise, Idaho.
Kyle and Alek have shared a couple of snippets from the book with Autism Parenting
Magazine. Their collection of personal and inspirational stories are sure to bring a smile.
NIGHT SWIM
Camping can be a lot of fun.
But not necessarily for us. Case
in point is a few years back we
went camping with a bunch of
families with their promise that
the other families going with
would help us ”keep track” of
where Erik and Rick were at all
times.
Of course, you know how that
works right? Those who don’t
have kids with special needs
don’t really realize the gravity
of NOT keeping track of them.
(They can disappear in to the
woods in a second) So we can
NEVER really leave it up to others to help.
We tried to prepare as best
we could an even went out and bought ”glow stick
necklaces” that we could hang around their necks so
we could see them better after it started to get dark.
But as we got to the campsite chosen by friends we

almost left immediately. No less
than 50 yards away there was a
lake. Not the choice we would
have made for sure.
Things seemed to be okay while
the sun was out, but as night
fell and the campfire started,
things got a little sketchy. First
there was the open fire, which
we found was a magnet for Erik
and Rick. Not that they were
going to get so close that they
could be burned, but more likely, they would burn someone
else as they found sticks, stuck
them in to the fire and flicked
hot ashes and ambers in to the
air.
Then they moved away from
the fire. Luckily they were easy
to spot with their glow stick necklaces wrapped
around their necks. Then the glow sticks - in unison
- made a mad dash towards the water and flew in in
the blink of an eye.
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I was up and in pursuit in a flash and remember fear
- and freezing water - coursing through my veins as I
hit the water with a splash and started scanning the
surface for 2 sweet (and in trouble) kids.
As my eyes got used to the darkness and things
started to become a little clearer I looked back to the
beach and saw Erik and Rick standing on dry ground
looking at me with confused looks on their faces.
They had thrown their necklaces in the water and
were wondering why daddy had decided to go for a
swim in the cold, cold water. Especially after daddy
had told them it was too cold and not to go near it.

quest was made. “Dad, Dad, could you read the bedtime story – WITH YOUR BELLYBUTTON?”
That’s right, we have many stories of bedtime story
reading madness – but never had I been asked to
read with a body-part.
Needless to say – they grinned from ear-to-ear as
I used my fingers to create a belly-button mouth
and ventriloquist-ed – badly, I might add – my way
through the book. I did however, draw the line when
they requested, “Dad, Dad, could you say A BELLYBUTTON PRAYER?”

BODY-PART BEDTIME STORY

It just seemed SO wrong.

Usually, I always wear a shirt around the house – if for
no other reason than what happened a few nights
back. Turns out, I had just gotten out of the shower
after playing basketball with my buddies and it was
past 10:00pm. Erik and Ricky SHOULD have already
been in bed with the lights out – but they weren’t.

www.thriveinchaos.net

As I walked in to their room – wearing a pair of shorts
and no shirt – to get them in to bed, a SPECIAL re-

CULTIVATE YOUR CHILD’S GROWTH
BY DEEPENING YOUR RELATIONSHIP.

Play.
Connect.
Grow.

Delivers online training in Developmental
Play Therapy for parents and
professionals working with autism.

www.playconnectgrow.org
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https://www.facebook.com/pages/Autism-Laughter-Therapy/193553124023527?ref=bookmarks
www.1in110.com

COMMUNICATION TOOLS

5 Primary Tools for Communicative
Play with Your Special Needs Child
by Maureen (Mo) MARSHALL

How can we best communicate with our children? The answer is always their preferred choice of play.

B

elow you will find a breakdown of the 5
primary tools for communicative play outlined in the pages of Solitary Genius: Discovering the Gifted Child Within. Solitary Genius
is a memoir that touches upon the many
complexities of communication that I experienced when teaching a pilot program
for preschool children with mild to severe communication challenges. The tools discussed in Solitary
Genius are broken down below for the readers of Autism Parenting Magazine in hopes that it serves as a
reminder and reference point to inspire and support
communication.

5 TOOLS FOR COMMUNICATIVE PLAY:
1. Work at the child’s pace
The most effective learning tool for play with any
child is learned through their preferred form of play.
So, if they love dinosaurs, play with dinosaurs. If they
love Hello Kitty, play with Hello Kitty. It doesn’t matter what the toy is, just let them naturally play with
whatever they love and then your job is to be the
observer. You don’t need to fix anything or make
anything “right.” This is the first major meaning of
playing at their pace. That is, they will naturally set
the pace if they are doing something they love. Don’t
force anything, just be there with them and let them
lead the way.
2. Build trust
Just like with any individual, you build trust by being
present on a regular basis. In this case, you want to
be present with the child as they play and only add
positive commentary. That means no corrections or
“this is the way to do it.” Negativities cannot be present to build trust. You build trust by trusting they are

smart, capable children who will learn and problem
solve intuitively on their own. They will feel the energy of your confidence in them. You are there simply
to add positive words and presence. Again, if it won’t
interrupt the flow of things, you can do this by stating what they are doing. Specifically, by adding commentary of what they are doing, “Charlie is placing
the red car down. Charlie is picking up the yellow car
and putting it next to the red car, etc.”
3. Add on to the child’s actions and words
While the child is playing, start stating what they are
doing at a quiet voice level — a level that is soothing and not disruptive to the peace they are experiencing while playing. So, you might state, “Megan is
holding her Hello Kitty. Megan is hugging Hello Kitty. Megan loves Hello Kitty.” Now, add to the actions
and words — that’s right, you choose in the moment
— is there an action, a word describing their current
emotion or word that could be added on to create
better understanding? Go ahead, use it, and add it
on as long as it is positive! You might say something
like, “Megan is sitting Hello Kitty on the sofa, she is
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taking a rest. She is tired.” It’s that simple, yes- simplicity in a fun, peaceful environment is how our kids
learn best!
4. Back off (give the child space to explore)
If you have been speaking their actions for a few
minutes and you are tired or your child seems to be
wanting space, give it to them or to yourself! Remember, children are most often more intuitive than
adults and they can sense if you are unsure or tired.
They will show you by their body language when
they need their own space. It’s not personal, it’s just
they need their space, so step away quietly and step
back in when you feel help is needed. This is giving
your child the subconscious message that you know
they need space and you are confident in their ability
to explore on their own and learn, but you are there
to help if they need you.
5. B
 uild sequencing skills at appropriate
intervals
Always add in sequencing naturally when you can.
For instance, you can point out, “The first car is red,
the second car is yellow, the last car is blue. It’s always good to add in when something is “finished.”
Or, you may just use sequencing if you are there from
the start. First we take the dinosaur off the shelf, next
we sit down with him on the floor and so on, until
you are finished and when you are done, you put toys
or the book or whatever it is away. Just as everyone
does, you always have to choose what is the most
appropriate for your child and add more complex sequencing as skills develop.
Remember, if at any time your child could hurt themselves or is being destructive, then by all means, you
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must step in. But be sure to be measured in your
temper and just state what is going on. No emotion other than complete love and understanding.
“Mommy is taking the toy away, Brian can hurt himself by doing (explain in words what he was doing).
Brian doesn’t like Mommy taking the toy away, but
he cannot bang things, etc.”
An author, teacher and lifelong learner, Maureen
(Mo) Marshall grew up in Morris Plains, New Jersey,
as the 4th of 10 children. After graduating with a
BA in Speech Pathology from Loyola College, she
spent a year in Maryland teaching a small group of
children with severe communication challenges – a
transformative experience that inspired her to write
Solitary Genius.
Mo later moved to New York and spent nearly a decade working as a casting director in the film industry. During that time, she also worked in antiques,
interior design, real estate and finance. She lives in
Manhattan and is now writing a screenplay, tentatively titled, The Donut Shop.
Website:
http://momarshall.com/
Twitter
https://twitter.com/themomarshall
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/mo.marshall.artist
Amazon link: http://www.amazon.com/Solitary-Genius-Discovering-Gifted-Within-ebook/
dp/B004Z1EFAG/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1419876123&sr=1-2&keywords=solitary+genius

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY METHODS

New Research Reveals Improved
Processing When Therapies Integrated
By Debo’rah MERRITT, PhD, LPC, ABA Post-Graduate Certificate

Those of us working with children on the autism spectrum are particularly aware of
how important it is to begin treatment at the individual’s developmental level; yet
somehow, we find ourselves in a therapeutic culture which focuses almost exclusively on the higher brain functions of perceptual and cognitive functions.

T

he learning pyramid (right) is a
good visual metaphor to help
us see how, layer upon layer,
we build those physiological
systems which lead to development of the intellect and the
social skills needed for learning. As we move upwards from sensory
to motor, then perceptual motor, and
finally to the development of higher
cognitive functions, it is important to
keep in mind that each new level is only
as successful as the foundation it rests
upon. As a licensed clinician and ABA
therapist who has recently broadened
her approach (and improved results dramatically), I encourage my colleagues to
investigate multi-disciplinary methods
which address the whole individual, including the foundational systems of sensory, motor
and perception as well as the higher order behaviors
targeted in ABA.
New autism research is pointing the way. J. McCleery’s meta-analysis of 200 published papers (Autistica, April 2013) shows that motor and sensory activities enhance language acquisition: “there is real
hope for progress by using interventions based on
the role of motor and ‘motor mirroring’ behavior in
toddlers….interventions which focus on motor skills
alongside speech and language intervention are
showing promising preliminary results.”
Mark Wallace of Vanderbilt University (Journal of Neuroscience January, 2014) found that “children with autism have difficulty integrating simultaneous infor-

mation from eyes and ears… there is a huge amount
of effort and energy going into the treatment of children with autism, virtually none of it is based on a
strong empirical foundation tied to sensory function
. . . if we can fix this deficit in early sensory function
then maybe we can see benefits in language and
communication and social interactions.”
While these findings are making waves in autism,
they shouldn’t come as a surprise. Dr. Wallace’s comments parallel our understanding of neuro-typical
populations where most developmental experts
agree that sensory integration and motor development lay the groundwork required for successful
learning. In the field of autism, the ‘deficit in early
sensory function’ Dr. Wallace refers to is supported
by data from the SPD Foundation, which estimates
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that over 75% of those with autism have significant
symptoms of sensory processing disorder.
As an ABA therapist I realized a few years ago that
something was missing from my approach; I was not
touching the functions represented by the lower
part of the pyramid. As I searched for tools to make
me more effective, I created a few criteria to guide
me. I wanted something which would a) be complementary to ABA, b) truly address all the foundational
systems, including sensory and motor, and c) be evidence based. After a lot of searching, I came across
Integrated Listening Systems’ (iLs) sound and movement program.
Every professional should conduct their own due diligence, but I have to say I am grateful to have found
a program which truly enhances ABA. More specifically, the issues I am now able to address with a
surprisingly high % of success include: anxiety, emotional regulation, sensory processing (esp auditory)
and social skills. “Social skills?” you might ask. How
can a sound and movement program improve social
skills? It might seem counter-intuitive at first, but if
you think in terms of the learning pyramid it makes
sense: once we are able to process the sensory information around us, we feel safer and more at ease;
with our anxiety reduced, language comes more easily and we are able to interact with others; as we interact successfully we become more confident; with
increased confidence, we are emboldened to learn,
to try new things, and to open up to the world.
It is interesting to see that a study conducted by Dr.
Teresa May Benson of the Spiral Foundation with 18
children on the autism spectrum showed its most
significant results in the area of social skills. After a
50-hour iLs program conducted over a 3-month period, the program was most effective in reducing autism-like behaviors and improving social skills.
Similarly, a survey conducted with iLs-trained therapists using iLs with over 1300 autism clients showed
that 84-87% of the clinicians reported their clients
improved in self-regulation, attention, transitions
and following verbal directions “often” or “always.”

OUTCOME
MEASURE

PERCEIVED FREQUENCY OF
IMPROVEMENTS USING iLs
WITH CHILDREN ON THE AUTISM
SPECTRUM
Rarely Sometimes Often + Always

Self-Regulation
Attention
Transitions
Following Verbal
Directions

1%

10%
13%
10%

87%
87%
85%

14%

84%

My effectiveness as an ABA therapist increased dramatically as I began using iLs. My clients are more
regulated, they can focus and listen to me, and the
hour I spend with them now is truly a full hour of effective, results-filled treatment.
New data is continually coming out which helps explain why I am now able to address issues which were
previously outside my scope as an ABA therapist. A
school in Florida using iLs with students with autism
just came out with a small controlled study showing
that the program improved the auditory processing
of those students. It is not difficult to imagine how
these children’s improved processing ability translated to changes in language, learning and social skills.

As we all develop and expand our tool kits for helping those on the spectrum, let’s keep in mind the
growing body of evidence for integrating diverse
approaches. Many of these different therapies can
be integrated across disciplines, they can complement
each other, and they can help. A lot!

Debo’rah Merritt is a Licensed Professional Counselor holding a PhD in Psychology. She has
been a clinician for more than 17 years with the past eight years specializing in diagnosis
and treatment of Neurodevelopmental disorders including autism spectrum disorders, sensory processing disorders, learning disabilities and ADHD.
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Parenting A Child With Special Needs:

The Good Bad and the Ugly
By Mari Nosal, M.Ed. CECE

Parenting a child with special needs to adulthood has been fraught with a hodgepodge of ambivalent feelings. Bringing up a child with Asperger syndrome and
co-morbid challenges has provided membership into a club that I did not choose to
join. I choose to call it the club for special families.

M

y choice of special families for the title
is because having special needs children affects the whole family. Children,
parents, siblings and others struggle
with individual issues related to living
in a special needs family. It affects the
continuity, belief systems and, most
importantly, priorities that the familial unit is composed of. My life (our lives) – have been changed forever.
I possess a Bachelor’s degree in psychology with
a minor in sociology. I have my Masters degree in
Educational Foundations as well. I have worked as

a professional educator, done public speaking engagements and more. Although my academic and
professional background provided me with information and experience within the special needs field, it
did not provide me with a window into what being
a special needs parent entailed. One cannot Google
Asperger syndrome and profess to be an expert. I
had to live it. I have learned more from special needs
parenting then I ever learned in the classroom. The
college that I attended to be a special needs parent
is called the College Of Live And Learn. ALL lessons
within the College Of Live And Learn are performed
as on-the-job training.
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While performing my functions within my classroom
and other professional responsibilities provided me
with a set time to go home and leave behind the
professional world of special needs, my parenting
responsibilities do not. Parenting special needs children requires a 24/7 commitment which has no end
date. Young children require constant assistance in
assisting them with acquiring skills that will provide
them with some semblance of normalcy as they
grow. Parenting special needs kids into the world of
adulthood will provide parenting challenges as well,
while attempting to jettison them down the road to
independence.
We deal with challenges that parents of neurotypical
children take for granted. When our children have a
meltdown the size of an earthquake that could register a 7 on the Richter scale in a public place our
self-esteem can be torn apart in a nanosecond. This
holds even more truth when the child’s meltdown
is not appropriate for their chronological age. Individuals who witness our children’s behavioral issues
may give parents dirty looks, ask them why they cannot control their child or worse (and yes I have heard
this comment, “What your child needs is a slap”).
It is not easy to have free time as babysitters are difficult to acquire. Our child’s special challenges which
may be medical, behavioral, intellectual or emotional can cause caretakers to refuse care so parents may
have a moment of respite with their spouse or one
on one time with other children. Money is generally
in short commodity as therapists, physicians, special
diets and more can command the brunt of a parent’s
income.
Special needs parents and their children have the
same needs as other families. We want and attempt
to be attentive to our children thus providing them
the best parenting and opportunities that we can.
Both special needs children and parents seek acceptance, support, understanding, tolerance and friendship just like any other parent or child. Thus, It would
behoove parents of neurotypical children to learn
about our families rather than ostracize special needs
families like they have a communicable disease. You
cannot catch special needs like a disease. Who knows,
once you get to know them you may like them.
Without a doubt, another special challenge for special needs parents is watching other children develop on an age appropriate timetable while your child
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lags behind. This is a heart-wrenching issue for parents of adults as this is a time when the lag between
chronological age and emotional/physical development is extremely noticeable. Other young adults are
getting married, getting the jobs of their dreams and
moving down the road to independence while the
special needs adult lags behind. A myriad of emotions may arise, low self-esteem, self blame, sadness,
envy of other families, self-deprecation regarding
your parenting skills.
At this point allow me to emphasize those special
needs children will develop. However, it will be on
their own timeframe, to their own level of growth,
on their own terms, not on the ones that we as parents define for them. From the perspective of a parent that has and does walk the walk of special needs
parents, please heed this advice. Do not worry where
your children will be in twenty years. Focus on where
they are today, at this very moment. Do not focus on
what they cannot do, focus on what they can.
Instead of looking into the future and worrying
about what will be, look into the past and look at
what was and what is. Focus on the strides your child
has made. What you note in terms of growth may not
be large bursts of growth. They may be taking place
in baby steps, in your child’s time frame and on their
terms. Please remember that all the baby steps will
eventually be indicative of a new noticeable skill.
On the days when you feel like you have failed your
children as a parent, you feel alone and like no one
understands you, when you are of no use to your
child and you want to help them but it is as if your
hands are tied behind your back please remember
this. NONE OF THESE FEELINGS ARE TRUE.
You are providing the best care, love and assistance
to your child as is feasibly possible. You did not cause
your child’s challenges. By providing your child with
constant support, your love, guidance, and yes, even
the fact that you worry, this is proof of what a wonderful and capable parent you are. You love your
child unconditionally, challenges and all. Kudos to
all of you.
On a positive note, despite the challenges special
needs parents deal you are a better person for having special children. Your priorities are less materialistic and more spiritual. You appreciate development
in your children that neurotypical parents take for
granted. You have learned to be more accepting to
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mankind because we gained an awareness of human fallibility through our special children. You have
gained emotional strength by taking care and advocating for children with challenges. At those moments when you thought that you could not go on
you have.
Mari Nosal is a published author
who focuses on books pertaining
to autism and Asperger syndrome.
She recently published a book with
curriculum ideas for inclusive and
multi-age classrooms and is currently writing an expanded version
of curriculum ideas which will include behavior management tips, tips to engage students in the classroom, interventions, and more. Mari
has had special needs articles published in several
magazines and has ventured into public speaking
engagements to educate both parents and educators
on autism and Asperger syndrome.
“Through my books, advocating and educating parents and society at large, my goal is to make society a

You and your children are an asset to society for you
are role models and educators for society at large.
Carry on, hold your heads up high and know despite
having one of the toughest and lowest paying jobs
in the world you never back down. You are warriors
and do not walk alone.
more tolerable environment for individuals with special needs to live, work, love and exist. I wish to help
parents feel like they do not walk in the dark, that
they are not alone, empower them and that there is
light at the end of the tunnel.”
Thou shall not avoid my family. Autism is not a communicable disease. It’s a way of life.
- Mari Nosal
Amazon book page: http://www.amazon.com/
Mari-Nosal/e/B00J3B9VQQ/fblink/ref=cm_sw_r_
tw_nu_KeFVtb13WAXAN …
Linkedin: Mari Nosal
Twitter @marimouth
Blog: http://mnosal49.wordpress.com
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How Journaling with My ASD Son
Created a Special Life Connection
By Vickie C.

Recently I was searching the house for something. We have no storage space so “storage” is pretty much anywhere I can stuff something and finding “said something”
later often proves to be an all day event. I never did find what I was looking for but I
did come across DC’s Journal from way back in elementary school.

T

he journal was created after many years of
me begging for the teacher to write something in his book other than “Fine day overall” (one of my favorites). I wanted to be able
to have a conversation, as much of a conversation as possible, with DC about his day. I
wanted him to understand the question. If
I wasn’t told about specific things that he had done
on that particular day, and took his standard responses as fact, or guessed at what he had done and
was wrong, he would never be able to understand
the question. Other than lunch, the rest of his day
is described with standard answers. Some of these
answers may have been the truth at some point, but
I am sure they are not the list of things he does every
day. Once he comes up with an answer, that is the
answer I will get every day.

Even now that he is out of school and working – I get
the same response every day: “DC, what did you do
today?” “Good” (Some of the time he doesn’t understand the “what” of the question and other times I
am sure he is just jumping the gun and giving me an
answer to get this over with) “No, DC, what did you do
at work today?” The daily reply: “In the Greenhouse,
scooping the dirt, clean the cart.” Fortunately the
staff will sometimes write specific things that he did
that day, so I can respond with, “Didn’t you mow the
lawn today?” “Yes”
After years of not getting information about his day,
we began writing a journal every night. I would type
the things that I KNEW first-hand that he had done
that day. I left some blanks for him to fill in names,
locations or items. I included photos, so that it made
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more sense to him. I did add a few little jokes that
helped me keep the boredom of typing this every
night, at bay.
We did this every single night for a good three years.
The book went to school with him every day. I knew
people were reading it, but still it took them three
years to finally begin a journal for him at school. I
came across this book a few years back during another search for something I had put away and could
not find again. I didn’t have a lot of time to look
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through it at the time, so I put it away and haven’t
thought of it since. I was glad to come across it the
other day again. I’m so glad I didn’t get rid of it – so
many memories. One day I will sit down with DC and
read the whole thing from beginning to end.
In this article you can see a few randomly selected
pages (most from the front of the book, early on).
They are certainly make-shift and not close to what I
could have done today with all of the different software available (or should I say, the different software
I have learned to use), but still, it is nice to have the
pages and the book. (some names or locations have
been edited for this post)
I know that his communication is and always will be
a work in progress, but I do think he’s made a bit of
progress from way back in the day when we were
making this journal every night.
Vickie C. is the proud Mom of a 24-year-old son
with autism. She blogs about her life, the ups and
the downs and what they have learned from both.
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Simple Sensory Boxes You Can Make
to Teach Your Autistic Child Skills

By Lindsay WIEAND

My brother and I have a 15 year difference in age, and I remember the days of helping my mother change diapers and prepare bottles. He had an inquisitive mind, and
even as a toddler, he was determined to learn everything. I remember at one point he
wanted to learn the names of all the state capitals.

T

his was before the Internet really took off, so
we pulled out our trusty encyclopedias and
looked up information on whatever topic interested him for that week. He learned about
friendship from Barney & Friends, investigating from Blue’s Clues, and I am still trying to
figure out what Teletubbies taught him. He
watched television, played like a boy, and desired
to know all about the world. It just came easily, and
since this was my first introduction into teaching, I
thought all kids learned this way.
Once my son approached his toddler years, I couldn’t
understand why he wasn’t picking up language. I
followed all of the same routines that I did with my
brother. After hours of therapy, I came to a realization that he just learns differently, but more importantly (and because of his great therapists and family members), he does learn. It might take a different
path than I intended, but he was capable of retaining information. I just had to be a little more creative

in my approach. One way I was able to help my son
learn and experience the world was through sensory
boxes. Sensory boxes are essentially boxes filled with
different textured material. Kids can explore their
senses by using these as a tool. Even better, parents
can use these to help teach their children educational skills.
To start, keep your eye on local stores for sales on
plastic containers. Other than your smaller sensory
box, you need a place to keep supplies. When storing supplies, I use freezer baggies to hold the different materials. Next, you want to get the “fillers.” This
can be sand, uncooked rice, beans, cooked noodles,
shaving cream, etc. I find that coloring the rice, noodles, and beans can make the experience visually appealing (Use rubbing alcohol and food coloring to do
this). I usually let mine sit for an hour. Then, I dump it
onto a plastic tray lined with paper towels and let it
dry overnight. The next day, you can put it in the box
and start adding various items to it.
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SENSORY SKILLS
When trying to think of sensory box ideas, I first work
with what is in my house. When I want to try something new, I use the Dollar Store for supplies and inspiration. If you are willing to spend more, Michaels
carries various animals, buildings, and people figurines. My first sensory box was a construction one.
We had sand at our house because we were working
on a yard project. I took some cars from my son’s toy
box, a few rocks from our yard, some beads from a
vase, and presto, we had our first sensory box experience!
We’ve done several themes, from ocean critters to
Easter eggs. What is fabulous is that you can use these
as tools to help encourage speech, attention to task,
following directions, and pretend play. For example,
you can place some bowls and cups near the box.
You can ask your child to pour the material into the
cup. You can stress the words “in” and “out” while doing this. I’ve taken objects from the bin and asked my
son to put it “on” something or “under” something
else. What a fun way to start teaching prepositions
and following directions! For pretend play, if your
box includes people or animals, you could practice
making the figurines “walk” or “jump.” Imitation is a
precursor to speech, and this is great for practicing
creative play.
Another method for incorporating skills is utilizing
pictures. This one takes slightly more planning. Take
pictures of the items in the bin. I would upload them
to my CVS account (to avoid two trips), and go pick
them up later that day. I would take the pictures
and tape them to a piece of cardboard (I used cereal boxes, diaper boxes, or large construction paper).
My son would then match the items from the box to
the pictures. When he got better at this, I would find

items that were very similar but with slight differences. Eventually, he was able to match these items with
ease. I was proud that he was noticing all the details.
Finally, an easier way to incorporate math and reading skills into the bins is to use numbers and letters
within your box. For example, I hid numbers in his
Easter egg bin. He practiced fine motor skills when
opening and closing the eggs, and once his numbers
were all out, he put them in order. For another bin,
specifically my frog one, I put numbers on the “lily
pads” (or green felt) and numbers on the frogs. He
practiced matching the frogs to the numbers. You
could put in letters from the alphabet and have your
child place these in order. If your child can follow
directions well, you could ask for a specific letter or
number and have your child search for it.
The themes and uses for sensory boxes are endless. Explore different textures, like feathers or playdough. When first opening a box, let your child just
play. Don’t encourage any matching or other skills.
Just give your son or daughter time for exploration.
Then, after a few minutes, practice the skill for that
box. You may discover that your child can follow
directions; he or she may say “in” or “out” (for many
autism parents, this is huge). Regardless, just enjoy
playing with your child while he or she discovers
more about the world.
Lindsay Wieand lives in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
with her husband, 4-year-old son, and pug, Dexter.
Since their son was diagnosed with autism in November of 2014, they’ve become very active in the
autism community. They really enjoy sharing stories and connecting with other parents who are on
a similar journey.
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How One Determined Family Helped
Nonverbal Son Communicate At Last
By Natali McKEE

All three of our boys have been in speech therapy over the years and each child has
different needs. My oldest, Zack, started out mumbling most of his speech. We figured out that he was saying things very fast but most of it just sounded like gibberish.

M

y youngest, Quinn, laughed and cried
normally, but anything that he spoke
was growled. When Connor (my middle
son), was two, he wasn’t communicating with us 95% of the time. He said his
sister’s name, “Abby,” and “Dad” occasionally, and once a month I got a “Mom”
out of him. The most he would do was to come up to
us, gasp and point at something. He didn’t do this
very often. I remember a friend coming to my house
who had a child younger than Connor and she made
attempts to converse with her mom. You couldn’t
understand everything she said, but she was looking
at her mom and engaging with her. I realized then
that he needed help.
In all instances, the speech therapist wanted to take
my boys back alone to work with them. I didn’t understand the concept because they were working with
them for maybe 30 minutes, once a week. I didn’t see
how that was going to make a big dent. I asked to
go back as well so I could learn from them and then
apply it at home. And that’s what I did. We started
requiring more of the boys. We used what we were
working on at speech therapy and did it at home. If
Zack was dropping off the last part of a word, then
we worked on the sound and then had him combine
it again with the word. For instance, if he was saying
“stop” and it sounded like “staw” and he didn’t finish the word, we would practice the “p” sound and
then add it. My go-to rule was that it didn’t have to
sound exact and perfect, they just had to be trying.
We didn’t go past 10 tries or get close. It was more
like 5-ish. I didn’t correct him every time, that would
be discouraging. We mostly started when they were
asking for something they wanted. Then we sprinkled it in throughout the day randomly.
For Quinn, his situation was unique. We had to teach
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him to whisper first and tell him to use his soft words.
Modeling correct speech was never enough with
him, we had to practice through play.
I really feel that if we had not worked with Connor,
he wouldn’t be talking. I remember when we first
started, we were working on animal noises. We just
wanted him to make noise to communicate something to us. Animal noises are easier to make than
saying a lot of words. We would get a puzzle with animals and encourage him to make the animal noise
for him to get the puzzle piece. I don’t remember it
working well. He wasn’t talking at all, so why would
he make animal noises. At first, I decided to start with
sign language. We didn’t need to know a lot. I knew a
few signs so when he wanted something, he had to
sign one word. It might have been “more” or “please”
or the actual sign for what he wanted. With Connor,
it was always food-related. That’s the one time he
would communicate through crying for something
to eat. I never gave in, no matter how much he cried,
unless he signed one word for it. At first he wouldn’t
do the sign. I modeled it and he would look away, so

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
I took his hand and did the sign for him. Then he got
what he wanted. It took him a couple of months and
then he was getting it and starting to communicate
with us! I always accepted a sign, as long as he tried.
I didn’t care what it looked like.
Once he started communication through sign language, it was time to move forward to sounds. We
stopped asking for the signs and started asking for
the words. We had to start with just the first sound of
the word. If he wanted milk, he had to say “mm.” Each
new phase was always met with tears. After several months, he was communicating with minimal
sounds to us. These experiences were always small,
baby step, milestones. Kids his age were saying several word sentences, but we were celebrating that he
just said mmm, on his own, for milk, without being
prompted. Once that became more common place,
and he would say mmm unprompted, then we went
to the next part of the word.
I discovered you have to push them in small increments. You start with something they can do and
push it one step further. If all they can do is point to
a picture, then they point and you have them do a
simple modified sign (that is made up if it needs to
be) and have them start doing both. Once they can
eventually sign, you eliminate the pictures. Then you
move onto the next step. Always move forward and
believe that they can achieve more.
It took months for each small step. I always felt like
Connor’s speech was behind a brick wall. Each piece
had to slowly be removed. Did he cry through the
process? Yep. Did he learn? Absolutely! The sign language removed one brick and a light of communication shone through. We did the first sound of a word
and the next brick was taken down. Brick by brick, as
we took them down and we helped him through it,
he was eventually able to join in and the wall came
down a lot faster.

Learning through Play
We would have play sessions with certain toys. Connor really liked Mr. Potato Head, so we would give him
two choices of a part to add to the potato head. For
instance, he could choose the eye or the ear. When
he pointed to it, we would encourage him to say it
(or sign depending on his level). Any attempt was
accepted at first and congratulated. Once he could
do more (and he was having fun), then we pulled a
little more out of him. There was a lot of cheering
and clapping involved. Connor looked forward to it
and we did the sessions as long as he was engaged.

When it was clean up time, we had this game where I
would hold the bag shut and he had to say “open” or
another word we might have been working on. Once
he said it, I would open the bag and close it over his
hand when he put it in and making chomping noises.
He loved this part the most out of our play sessions.
It’s good and fine to sit with children and say words
and point things out, but if your child isn’t talking
when they should be developmentally, then you
need to have structured play. Have some toys that
the kids really enjoy, that you only pull out when you
are doing speech therapy. Work with your therapists,
and reinforce at home what they teach you. Mealtime is a great time to incorporate speech as well as
bath and story time. Connor’s speech really started
taking off when we read scriptures at night as a family. We would ask him to repeat one verse. At the time
he would repeat the same phrase for every word we
asked, but after some time he would shock us and
say a simple word.
Connor is going to be turning seven years old this
month and for several years now, you would never
have known he didn’t talk when he was younger. The
only thing he still struggles with are his “r” sounds (all
my boys do). He was behind, but with years of effort,
by taking one day at a time, or a few minutes here
and there, he is almost completely caught up.
You hear the phrase, “pick your battles” and many
people don’t want to deal with the crying and think
it is easier to just give them what they want, without
them working for it (speech). I believe it is easier in
the long run to push through and deal with it and
teach NOW, instead of having to work twice as hard
later to make up for it when it becomes a real problem. Don’t compare your children to others or their
siblings. Just compare them to themselves, and celebrate their accomplishments, no matter how small.

Natali McKee is a mother to six children. Her family deals with autism and Alport Syndrome, which
is a rare kidney disease. Sometimes it gets them
down, but most of the time they prefer to enjoy life
and have FUN! Natali teaches preschool and enjoys cooking for friends and family. She is a little bit
obsessed with board games and is always up for a
game night. You can often find her family out for a
scenic drive, checking out a towering stack of books
from the library, jamming out to their favorite music,
and pranking their neighbors. You can check out her
website at www.lessonsfromourlife.com
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What’s New on the

Bookshelf

A Quick Look at Six Excellent ASD Literary Finds
We are thrilled to share six recently-published books that provide an excellent read. From several professional
guides to a novel and a children’s book, take a quick look as there is something for everyone.

UNDERSTANDING AUTISM
The Essential Guide for Parents

By Professor Katrina Williams and Professor Jacqueline Roberts
Empowering parents and carers of children with autism to sort fact from fiction.
A surge of interest in autism has propelled it into the
cultural mainstream, from films and novels to a common-use term heard from the schoolyard to the office. But the lived experience of children with autism
and their families varies widely, with needs changing at every age and stage. What families of children
with autism do have in common is the need for understanding unshackled from stereotype, and clear,
non-judgmental, trusted information.

Case studies provide
practical examples for
parents and their families, empowering them
to deal with professionals, cope with the stresses they face, and better
understand their young
person’s autism.
The authors’ warm, supportive voice reassures
parents
throughout,
sorting fact from myth,
empowering parents to
assess the relevance and credibility of new information so they can focus on strategies that are most
likely to offer the best outcomes for their children.

Written by two leading experts in the field, Understanding Autism is the essential reference for parents
and carers of children with autism, and explores everything from the causes of autism to how it manifests at the various ages and stages of a child’s life.

Professor Katrina Williams is the Chair of Developmental Medicine at Melbourne University and the Director
of the Department of Developmental Medicine at the
Royal Children’s Hospital. She was the inaugural president of the Australasian Society for Autism Research.

Drawing on the authors’ years of clinical experience
as well as the latest research, it also covers the importance of self-care for parents, how to cope with
common problematic behaviors, conditions that can
often appear in conjunction with autism (such as
anxiety and depression), common health issues, and
how best to manage the child’s transition to adulthood.

Professor Jacqueline Roberts is the chair of autism at the
Autism Centre of Excellence. Prior to this, she worked as
a consultant on a variety of national projects in autism.
She is a member of the executive committee of Australasian Society for Autism Research.

Jacob and Sam A Friendship Story

and he always wears headphones. When Jacob approaches Sam he becomes upset because Sam won’t
look at him or respond to his questions. Jacob questions his teacher and she tells him not to give up and
that if he tries to find something that Sam likes to do
then it may be easier for Sam to interact with him. Jacob does just that. He finds something that Sam loves
to do (it’s pretty cool by the way) and with the help of

By Kristi O’Callahan
Jacob, a new student in an inclusion classroom, wants
to befriend Sam, an autistic boy. Jacob notices that
Sam does not play outside with anyone, he sits alone,
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his teacher Jacob and his peers enter Sam’s world and
pull him out into a shared world. Sam talks, smiles at
his friends, and engages with them for a perfect day!!!
Kristi O’Callahan has been working in the field of Special Education in the Hudson Valley, NY for the past 13
years. Currently, she is working in Early Intervention. Her
passion is to create awareness for children with special
needs as well as giving them a voice, but also to educate
general education children. Over the years Kristi has
read tons of books to her students with special needs
and has never felt like they had a character to relate
to; so she decided to create her own. She is in the process of writing a series of books for kids with disabilities.

Too Close to Home
By Aoife Walsh
Minny isn’t the oldest in her family, but her sister
Aisling is autistic so it’s Minny who’s expected to do
all the responsible stuff. With Ash at the same school
too, Minny feels like she’s everywhere. Being embarrassing; needing help; doing oddball things over and
over and over; taking up everyone’s attention.
Between Ash and the little ones Minny feels like she’s
being squashed into an invisible, intense middle.
And Ash doesn’t know to tell her that from the edges, the middle looks like the heart.
Their relationship is the core of this novel about family - the bent and broken kind - friendship and growing up.

PREP for Social Success:
A Guide for Parents of
Children with Autism
By Jamie Carter, Ph.D. and Ahna O’Shaughnessy, M.A
Jamie Carter, Ph.D. and Ahna O’Shaughnessy, M.A.
have developed a four step program to help parents teach their children diagnosed with an Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) how to improve social
skills and emotion management. Their book, PREP
for Social Success: A Guide for Parents of Children with

Her sole focus in not
just autism, but physical handicaps, Down
syndrome, speech and
language delays, social
emotional needs, and
more.
For more information:
http://www.amazon.
com/Jacob -Sam-AFr i e n d s h i p - S t o r y /
dp/0692454292

Aoife Walsh lives in Oxford
with her three children
(two on the autistic spectrum, one off it), but in her
head she’s more of a singing cowgirl, travelling the
Texan plains. Too Close To
Home is her second book
for young people.
For
more
information:
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Too-CloseH o m e - A o i f e - Wa l s h /
dp/1783443006/
ref=sr_1_1_twi_2_pap?ie=UTF8&qid=1435246088&sr=8-1&keywords=ao ife+walsh

Autism, is available exclusively through Amazon Kindle.
Parents who have a child with ASD often experience stress and pressure because their children
have difficulty in social settings. These settings range
from participating in family gatherings, to fitting in at
school, to getting and keeping a job. Children may
feel anxious or overwhelmed in these everyday settings. If they have inadequate communication and
coping skills this may lead to uncooperative behavior, unusual behavior, or emotional distress.
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PREP for Social Success outlines four easy steps (PLAN,
REHEARSE, ENCOURAGE, PRAISE) that parents can
use to teach their children with ASD how to more
effectively handle and adapt to a variety of social
settings. These settings include school, group activities, community settings, work settings, and novel
situations. Parents learn a variety of techniques to
use when applying PREP. These include using visual
cues, telling stories, developing scripts, performing
role plays, playing games, and mapping out desired
behaviors.
When asked why she decided to write the book,
O’Shaughnessy replied “I have been working with
families of children with ASD for many years. It is
clear that parents put great effort into trying to improve their child’s social functioning, yet oftentimes
these efforts are not successful. I wanted to develop
an easy to remember technique that could be tailored to the specific child and situation and lead to
a positive outcome. By using the PREP program, the
child will feel more at ease in social situations and
the parent will be less anxious about how the child
is doing.”

Growing Together Across the
Autism Spectrum
A Kid’s Guide to Living With, Learning From, and
Loving a Parent With Autism Spectrum Disorder
By Elizabeth Marks, MA
A parent with ASD can provide his or her children
deep love and support, along with a perspective on
the world that is wonderfully unique. At the same
time, the emotional and physical demands of parenting can be taxing for someone with autism.
AAPC’s latest title, Growing Together Across the Autism Spectrum: A Kid’s Guide to Living With, Learning
From, and Loving a Parent With Autism Spectrum Disorder, tackles a topic that has received little attention
– the relationship between a neurotypical child and
a parent on the spectrum. As such, this illustrated
children’s book provides a conversational starting
point for families with a parent on the autism spectrum. While narrated from the perspective of a boy
whose father has ASD and a mother who does not,
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The authors have a combined 50 years of experience in treating children
and adults. Jamie Carter
is a Clinical Psychologist
who has provided consultation to a variety of
community and government agencies. She has
performed evaluations
and provided psychotherapy as well as developing behavior support
plans. Ahna O’Shaughnessy is a Psychology Associate, providing behavior
intervention services to various agencies and schools
that serve adults and children with autism and other
neurodevelopmental disorders in the Greater D.C. and
Baltimore areas. The authors can be reached at: prepforsocialsucess@gmail.com.
For more information: http://amzn.com/B00WQANRI4

his thoughts and questions apply equally to
other variations of this
family structure.
While an ASD parent
craves order, reason, and
predictability, the experience of parenthood is
inherently chaotic. This
book fills a critical gap
in resources for children
and families with parents on the autism spectrum. It
takes children’s feelings of love, confusion, and worry seriously and promotes mutual respect, affection,
and accountability among family members. Overall, this title reflects the importance of every family
member’s commitment to growing together.
Elizabeth Marks, MA, museum exhibition curator and
graphic designer, grew up with a passion for the arts
and humanities and perused these interests through
college, graduating magna cum laude from Lawrence
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University, with a BA in English. During graduate school,
Marks developed an interest in people, their creations,
and their stories and has since made a career out of exploring human experiences and stories through the development of museum exhibitions. About six years ago,
when faced with a spouse on the autism spectrum, a
child in need of an explanation, a family in need of dialog, and no readily available resource on the topic, she
decided to do what was familiar to her – create a story. Personal experience, traditional research, consultation with other families, and the writing process itself

all contributed to her understanding of ASD and family
dynamics.

The Secret Rules of Social
Networking

a starred review in School
Library Journal, and has
been nominated for the
ABC-CLIO library literature
award.

By Barbara Klipper and Rhonda Shapiro-Rieser
The one-of-a-kind resource outlines the unstated
rules that guide relationships overall. The book also
demonstrates how one can carry these relationships
into an online environment. The authors address
Internet safety, romantic relationships, online vs.
in-person interactions and more, with a particular focus on adolescents and young adults with communication and social skills challenges.
Barbara Klipper, an ASD mom, was employed for 15
years as a youth services librarian at the Ferguson Library in Stamford, CT, where she promoted and developed library services for young people with disabilities
and their families. She has led workshops for librarians
on how to work with and program for children and
teens with autism and has presented at conferences on
related subjects. Active in the American Library Association (ALA), Barbara has served as a member of the
Schneider Family Books Award jury (which recognizes
excellent portrayals of characters with disabilities in
books for children and teens) and the ALA Accessibility Assembly. For ALSC, the children’s division of ALA,
she served on and chaired the Library Service to Special Population Children and their Caregivers committee, taught two webinars on programming for young
people with ASD, and wrote several articles and blog
posts on topics related to children with autism, including one on apps and autism. Her book, Programming
for Children and Teens With Autism Spectrum Disorder
received a strong review in Autism Asperger Digest and

For more information: http://www.amazon.co.uk/
Growing-Together-Across-Autism-Spectrum/
dp/194219708X
https://www.aapcpublishing.net/aapc-bookstore/product-viewer.aspx?slug=Growing-Together-Across-the-Autism-Spectrum

Rhonda
Shapiro-Rieser holds a master›s in
counseling psychology
and a certificate in autism
spectrum
disorders
from Antioch University.
Currently, she works
with young adults with ASD, providing counseling
and social skills coaching. In addition, she councils
neurotypical adults and children of Asperger parents.
Shapiro-Rieser also holds a D.Min. in spiritual direction.
In her role as spiritual director, she was recognized by
interfaith Connections of Western Massachusetts for
her work in building Jewish identity in children with
special needs. She is in the process of writing a handbook on ASD for religious school educators. She is also
a martial artist, As a second degree-black belt, she has
seen the benefits of martial arts for people with ASD,
and she encourages clients to become more involved in
such activities. Finally, Rhonda is a novelist, having authored A Place of Light, a finalist for the rainbow prize.
For more information: http://www.amazon.
c o m / T h e - S e c re t - R u l e s - S o c i a l - N e t wo r k i n g /
dp/1942197020
https://www.aapcpublishing.net/aapc-bookstore/
product-viewer.aspx?slug=The-Secret-Rules-of-Social-Networking
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A Life-long Dream for My
Amazing Son on the Spectrum
By Kimberlee McCAFFERTY

“Mom, what does disabled mean?” my six-year-old son asks me as he whips around
the corner, stopping dead in his tracks just inches from me.
“Where did you see that word?” I ask, because it isn’t
one we’ve used much around here when we discuss
autism. I am determined that Zach view both his autism and himself positively, and I find that difficult to
do if employing a word that starts with a negative.
“On the TV!” he smiles and points, and I look at our
newly hooked-up play station three and realize I’m
going to have to get Daddy to help fix it. I acknowledge I’ve been holding my breath, and I quickly draw
in air, relaxing as I realize his query is completely
technology-related. I pry my husband out of the garage where he’s puttering and go back to my mound
of dishes, thinking about why that word summoned
such a strong reaction in me.
And I realize, that despite my youngest son having
autism spectrum disorder, I don’t view him as being
disabled.
That may seem like a bold statement to make, and
I’m certain some of you may disagree. There have
most certainly been exhausting challenges along the
way since the terrible weeks when Zach regressed
five years ago, with bouts of diarrhea and wordlessness seemingly scooping up our child and leaving a
stranger in their wake. Trust me, it took some time for
his words to come back. It took longer for his ebullient soul to return to us, but to our joy, return it did.
During those initial years after his diagnosis there
were hours and hours of therapy, play, and just plain

interaction with him. There was self-contained preschool, partially mainstreamed kindergarten, and
now first grade in an inclusion classroom. Zachary
has friends, loves learning, is able to participate in almost every activity he wants to join. He is, and I write

And I realize, that despite my youngest son having autism
spectrum disorder, I don’t view him as being disabled.
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I want Zach to stretch
himself, to shatter
barriers, to never selfimpose limits. I believe
that for this child, these
things will happen.
this with great gratitude, quite independent, happy,
productive, and safe. He still has trouble with impulsivity. He is still autistic.
But I no longer view his life as limited as I once did
during those dark days when seemingly nothing
could make him smile.
After having taught several hundred children during
my career as an educator, I’ve come to believe we
all have our challenges, whether they be an atypical
neurology or simply events that have occurred in our
lives. At times Zach still has to be reminded to temper his enthusiasm (occasionally, a few of his classmates would like to answer the teacher’s questions
too.) He has strong emotional reactions to situations
many children would brush off without a thought.
There is still progress to be made.
My youngest requires a great deal of attention. But
then, what seven-year-old doesn’t.
Eventually the word “disabled” will return to us again,
and not in relation to a gaming system beyond my
capacities to understand. We will once again discuss
the merits of autism, and the differences between its
manifestation in him and in his older brother, who is
severely affected. My son and I will talk about what it
means to have a life-long disorder but remain able,
able to love, be productive, and live independently,
which have always been my dreams for my boys. We
will talk. And again, his ability to communicate his
wants, needs and dreams is something I never take
for granted either.
I want Zach to stretch himself, to shatter barriers, to
never self-impose limits. I believe that for this child,
these things will happen.
And I can’t wait to see his life unfold.

Kimberlee Rutan McCafferty is the
mom of two young sons on the autism spectrum, ages seven and eleven. She is a former educator and presently a stay-at-home mom/therapist.
Kimberlee has been published in Exceptional Parent Magazine, and her
blog is linked to multiple sites throughout New Jersey and Pennsylvania on Patch, an online source for
community-specific news. Her post, “The Talk,” was
selected by Autism Speaks as one of the top ten most
informative and inspirational blogs of 2013. In 2012
she produced and directed a play about mothers
raising autistic children, with all proceeds going directly to POAC Autism Services, a non-profit located
in Brick, NJ. She participates in the Family Partners
Program, a part of the Autism Treatment Network at
CHOP (funded by Autism Speaks.) In 2014 she was
honored to speak at the kickoff for the Philadelphia
walk for Autism Speaks. All profits from her book,
“Raising Autism” have gone directly to various autism-related causes.
Facebook: Autism Mommy-Therapist
Blog: autismmommytherapist.wordpress.com

AUTISM MOVEMENT THERAPY
INNOVATIVE, CREATIVE
DANCE CLASS especially
designed to address
language, socialization and
movement skills of children,
teens or adults on the
Autism Asperger’s Spectrum
while also being enriching
and recreational for siblings,
peers and friends.
LOCATION OF CLASS:
Keystone Dance
252 West 30th Street Apt. 4B
New York, NY 10001
Wednesday afternoons:
4:00-5:00 P.M.

Fee: $17.00 per class
Contact: Joan Kavadlo Cohen
at jkavadlo@hotmail.com or 1-917-915-5553
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3 Simple Ways to Help Your ASD
Child Prepare for Costume Days
By Sarah KUPFERSCHMIDT, MA, BCBA

Dressing up is a fun way to teach imaginative play and is often used as a theme at
school or daycare. It is also a tradition for those who celebrate Halloween and trick or
treating.

R

ecently, my son’s daycare asked that all girls
arrive to school in a princess theme costume
and all boys arrive wearing a super hero
theme costume. As much fun as this may
sound, for some children with autism, this
change in the routine may present some
problems. On the other hand, you may have
a little one that adores wearing his/her costume —
in fact, you may have a hard time getting him/her
to wear anything else. That is a whole other article!
Aside from some of the potential sensory considerations that go along with costumes (e.g., face paint
vs. a mask with an elastic that is tight around your
head) there are also some safety considerations (e.g.,
avoiding trip hazards of a long gown) that can help
make the experience more fun and ultimately more
safe for your child.
Here are some tips you can use to prepare your child
with autism for costume days and to help ensure
that when they are wearing a costume, they are as
safe as they can be:
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1. Select a costume that suits your child
You know your child best and I’m going to
guess you would likely choose something that
aligns with his/her interests and something he/
she would like to dress up as. If you are being
held to a particular theme, offer lots of different choices for them to choose from. There are
a lot of different superheroes, it is just a matter of finding the one that is most interesting
to your child. Once you know the character,
then you would set out finding something
that suits your child’s specific needs. Can they
wear a mask? If so, can it cover the entire face
or would a smaller option that only covers the
eyes work better? Or would a mask be completely out as an option and instead would you
be able to apply make-up? All of these considerations would best be determined by what
you know about your child. If your child would
rather wear something that does not align with
the theme of the day then you could even ask

SAFETY
if there could be an accommodation to the
theme or if you could get advance notice of
potential themes so that you can prepare your
little one for the festivities.
2. Select a costume that promotes safety
Some general things to keep in mind when
selecting the costume are how well can your
child see, breathe, move around and be seen in
this particular costume. You would want to ensure that the openings for the eyes allow your
child to see as though he/she was not wearing
a mask. This means that the openings are large
enough, that they do not obstruct peripheral
vision and that they do not move around or slip
a lot, potentially blocking vision completely for
short periods of time. You would want to make
sure that your child is able to breathe and that
the openings around the mouth and nose will
not suffocate. This may sound like common
sense, but in some cases your child’s most preferred choice is not the safest, so you need to
make adjustments to the costume when necessary. You would also want to make sure that
if there are gowns involved, or costume components that cover feet and/or boots/shoes,
that they are not a trip hazard. Keep all ties and
strings from being tied around the neck. Comfort is key here, but it will also help to ensure
there are no unnecessary accidents. In some
instances I have had to use scissors to make
some minor adjustments to my son’s costumes.
I have also heard that some schools ban young
children from wearing masks. Instead they are
encouraged to wear face paint. Finally, if you
are going to be partaking in any Halloween,
trick-or-treating festivities out in the community in the early evening, you would want to make
sure your child can be seen as he or she walks
around the neighborhood. This may mean selecting a costume with a bright color, or using
reflector tape on some parts of it. Check out
my blog on street safety as well for tips on how
to teach your child with autism road safety.
3. Practice wearing the costume
If your little one is opposed to the whole costume wearing thing, if you are given enough

notice, you can work on that with some rehearsal. You could start by having him/her wear it for
very short intervals of time and gradually work
up to a longer period of time. Make sure that
you praise him/her for wearing it for the short
periods of time and gradually increase how
long he/she is expected to wear it. You can use
visuals to help the child see how long it will last.
For example, there are timers that have visuals
that indicate the progression of time. These
may be of use if your child is learning to wear a
costume for increased periods of time.
Wearing a costume for a planned activity in a school
or for a theme based group activity is a great way
to work on including your child with autism. If you
need help working on this type of skill with your child,
then I highly recommend contacting a local Board
Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA) as they would be
able to help you set something up that is individualized to suit your unique child’s needs.
Sarah Kupferschmidt has her Masters in Psychology with a specialization in Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) and is a Board Certified
Behavior Analyst (BCBA) who has
worked with hundreds of children
with autism and their families since 1999. She has
clinically supervised and trained hundreds of staff
on how to implement treatment strategies that
are based on Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA), she
conducts parent coaching and training in the form
of workshops for families and teachers on a variety of topics (e.g., safety skills, toilet training, language development, using technology to teach,
and challenging behavior) just to name a few. She
is a Part-Time Professor and Co-Founder of Special
Appucations, which is an mhealth company that
develops solutions for children with special needs
using ABA to inform the instructional design. Sarah has appeared on Hamilton Life, CP24, CHCH
news, the Scott Thompson radio show, The Bill Kelly radio show and on A Voice for All on Rogers TV
and Mom Talk Radio.
Email: sarah@specialappucations.com
Website: specialappucations.com
Facebook: Special Appucations
Blog:http://www.specialappucations.com/blog/
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Q&A

Reach Out
We encourage you to send in your questions, comments, suggestions and
concerns to questions@autismparentingmagazine.com. We will do our
best to find you answers, resources, and improve the magazine to help
all families with children on the autism spectrum. Please note that we
may post your questions and edit them if needed. Please include a phone
number in case we need clarification. We thank you for reaching out to
us. We will do our best to provide helpful resources and the most current
information.

HELP: I Need Communication Advice for
Autistic Grandson

Q
A

By Angelina M, MS, BCBA, MFTI
A grandfather from Singapore asks…
My eldest grandson (age 5) is autistic. His parents work full-time so I am his caretaker. He is very picky
about his food, does not talk, is hyperactive, walks on his toes, has difficulty concentrating, wakes up in
the middle of the night, is not potty-trained, and fiddles with his fingers. We do a gluten-free / casein-free
diet, supplements to detoxify his body of metals, soft laser treatments on his brain, and essential oils. Our
main concern is how to reduce his hyperactivity and improve his language. Please help.

Hi Grandpa! It is clear from your letter that you
absolutely adore your grandson and would do
anything to help him. Your love really shines
through. What else stands out to me about your
letter is that your family is trying a lot of biomedical approaches to help your grandson, but
there was no mention of any behavioral interventions. As a behavior analyst I’m not familiar
with the research on any of those treatments
you mentioned, but I know the research is very
clear on the effectiveness of behavioral therapy for those with autism. There are thousands
of studies, across several decades and multiple
countries, which have concluded that applied
behavior analysis is effective in reducing problem behaviors (like disruptive hyperactivity) and
increasing adaptive behaviors (like communicating and potty-training). In fact, applied behavior
analysis (ABA) is the most well-researched and
most proven intervention for autism.
With that said, let’s go over some behavior basics:
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• In order to change a behavior you must
first identify what the function of that behavior is. Does he do it to get attention?
Does he do it to get access to an item or
activity? Does he do it because it feels
good? Does he do it to escape a task, demand, or activity? You MUST know why
your grandson does something before
you can know how to respond to it.
• Whenever we want to reduce a behavior
we MUST provide a replacement. For example- If you want your grandson to stop
running around in the house you must
give him an alternative. Maybe the alternative is jumping on a trampoline or running around at the park.
• To increase a behavior you want to see
more of, you must reinforce it. For example — if your grandson loves cookies you
can use cookies as a consequence (reward) for communicating.

• Consistency is key! If you apply a strategy only
some of the time your grandson’s behavior
will not change.
Next, here are some tips on managing hyperactivity:
• Provide your grandson a functional way to
expend some energy. Physical activity such as
outdoor play may help. Some other things to
try might be climbing, jumping, dancing, or
silly movements like wheel-barrows, jumping
jacks, or bear crawls.
• Set him up with small tasks when he needs
to get things done. For example, if he needs
to do homework but has a hard time paying
attention, have him do only a few minutes
at a time. Reward him for completing partial
tasks. Maybe this means doing three math
problems then getting a break. Or perhaps it’s
writing three spelling words then getting to
jump on the trampoline for one minute. Make
it a simple “First ____ Then _____,”with something really exciting as the consequence.
• Create a visual schedule for him to use at home.
This may help organize him and prepare him
for what’s in store. Additionally, this may help
him attend to non-preferred tasks because he
will be able to see that something preferred
is coming up next. Use pictures so he can
understand. It might be something like this:

HOMEWORK

DINNER

PLAYGROUND

BATH

BED

Lastly, here are strategies for improving communication:
• Always remember that communication is not
necessarily talking. We all communicate in a
variety of ways: through gestures, facial expressions, tone of voice, posture, crying, etc.
So for your grandson keep in mind that he
may need to communicate with you in some
way other than using his voice. Maybe he
needs pictures or perhaps he knows sign language. Be open-minded to however he is able
to communicate. While you can always strive
for vocalizations, know that there are many
other ways to communicate with you.
• Create lots of opportunities for your grandson
to ask for things. Move all of his favorite items
out of reach so that when he wants something
you can withhold it until he asks for it. You can
even put preferred items into clear jars so that
he can see them but will need help to open
the jar and get the item. This forces him to
interact with another person in order to get
what he wants. As parents and grandparents
it’s easy to anticipate the child’s needs. But
it’s important not to rob your grandson of
the opportunity to communicate with you. In
order to promote language you have to give
him the chance to need something. If all his
needs are already met he will never need to
communicate. For example — if he is trying
to operate a toy and can’t do it, don’t jump in
and do it for him. Instead you can say “Help?”
and try and get him to ask for help opening it.
• Focus on IMPORTANT language and leave all
other words out! Oftentimes families tend to
focus on things like the alphabet, numbers,
shapes, colors, or polite words. Your grandson needs to get his needs met, not learn academics, at home. Focus on foods, drinks, toys,
people, etc. Also, don’t force him to use words
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like “please” or “thank you.” Those are meaningless at this point. Keep it short and simple!
Start with one word requests.
• When you know what he wants, show him
the item and say the name of it (or show him
the picture icon of it, or model the sign for itdepending on how he is going to communicate). For example — you may hold a cookie
and say to him, “Cookie.” If he makes any attempt to ask for it, even if he mumbles “buh,”
give him that cookie! Or, let’s say you’re using
sign language and you hold the cookie then
demonstrate the sign for “cookie.” If he makes
any attempt to motion with his hands, give
him the cookie. As he gets more fluent with
asking for the item you can gradually change
the expectation to require more out of him.
Maybe instead of “buh” you now require him
to say “Cook” before giving him the cookie.
This process is called “Shaping.” We are rewarding him for approximations until eventually he is able to say the whole word (or use
the icon or sign language).
I encourage you, and all families, to dig into the research on ABA therapy and find a provider in your
area who could assess and treat your grandson. Behavioral therapy is KEY! Best of luck, and check out
some of these articles listed below.
http://www.uihealthcare.org/uploadedfiles/uihealthcare/content/services/center_for_disabilities_and_development/ucedd/dhs%20autism%20
interventions%206-10-11.pdf
Functional communication training for treatment of
problem behavior
Participants: 21 inpatient cases with IDD
Results: 80% or greater reduction in problem behavior in
90% of cases
Reference: Hagopian LP, Fisher WW, Sullivan MT, Acquisto J, LeBlanc LA. (1998).Effectiveness of functional
communication training with and without extinction
and punishment: A summary of 21 inpatient cases. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 31(2), 211-235.
Function-based treatment for severe problem behavior
Participants:

138

inpatient

cases
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with

IDD

Results: 90% or greater reduction in problem behavior in
over 83% of cases
Reference: Asmus JM, Ringdahl JE, Sellers JA, Call NA,
Andelman MS, Wacker DP. (2004). Use of a short-term
inpatient model to evaluate aberrant behavior: Outcome data summaries from 1996 to 2001. Journal of
Applied Behavior Analysis, 37(3), 283-304.
Functional-based treatment delivered by care providers (mostly parents) for severe problem behavior
Participants: 42 outpatient cases with IDD
Results: 80% or greater reduction in problem behavior in
95% of cases
Reference: Kurtz PF, Fodstad JC, Huete JM, Hagopian
LP. (2013). Caregiver- and staff-conducted functional
analysis outcomes: A summary of 52 cases. Journal of
Applied Behavior Analysis, 46(4), 738-749.
Functional communication training for treatment of
severe problem behavior
Participants: 50 inpatient and outpatient cases with IDD
Results: 80% or greater reduction in problem behavior in
86% of cases
Reference: Rooker GW, Jessel J, Kurtz PF, Hagopian LP.
(2013). Functional communication training with and
without alternative reinforcement and punishment:
An analysis of 58 applications. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 46(4), 708-722.

Angelina M. works as a Board
Certified Behavior Analyst, specializing in assessing and treating children and adolescents
with autism, down-syndrome,
and other developmental delays. She began her career in Applied Behavior Analysis in 2006,
following her youngest brother’s autism diagnosis,
and has since worked with dozens of children and
families. She also writes a blog about her experiences as both a professional and a big sister. Her brother, Dylan, remains her most powerful inspiration for
helping others who face similar challenges.
Learn more about Angelina and her blog, The Autism Onion, at www.theautismonion.com or
www.facebook.com/theautismonion

SOCIAL SKILLS GUIDANCE

How to Get My Child to Listen

PARENTING 101

In this episode of the Dr. G Aspie Show, Dr. G goes over great techniques parents can
use to get their children to listen.

A

s parents, we are supposed to be in charge
in a warm and healthy way. A great way
to start is with the practice of catching
our children making good decisions three
times more often than we catch them making bad decisions. The best way we can
teach our children that mom and dad are

the boss is by being consistent while using low emotion – that means no nagging, no lecturing or yelling!
But what are the best techniques we can use when
our children do make poor decisions? This episode
of the Dr. G Aspie Show will help parents take control back from their children in a warm, authoritative
way!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qY_o8W9f9Z4
Southeast Psych is one of the largest and most innovative private psychology practices in the nation. For us,
psychology isn’t just for someone with a problem. It’s for anyone who wants to have a better life- better relationship, more balance, and greater purpose. We have taken psychology beyond traditional therapy and
assessment, and offer presentations, webinars, podcasts, videos, books, and so much more! When we say that
psychology enhances lives, we affirm that we believe in what we do and what we have to offer.
Visit them online at http://www.southeastpsych.com
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FINANCIAL PLANNING

How Can I Ensure My Adult Special Needs
Daughter Can Make the Right Decisions?
By Ryan PLATT, MBA, ChFC, ChSNC

Ann asks: “My daughter is turning 18 years old in 3 months. I have been told that age 18,
things can change. I am not sure what changes or if turning 18 is as significant as I have
been told. What happens at age 18?”
Ann, Thank you for your question. Turning 18 years
old is a significant milestone in most young people’s
lives, but for individuals with special needs it is critical.
When we think about your daughter turning 18, we
think of two major areas of her life that you will need
to consider. The first area is her ability to make her
own decisions and understand the consequences of
making those decisions. If your daughter still needs
help in making sound decisions such as financial
decisions, medical decisions, educational decisions
and day to day life decisions, then you may want to
consider applying to be her Guardian. Being your
daughter’s Guardian allows you to continue to be in
the parental role. You not only help her make decisions, you continue to be the final decision maker.
In order to become your daughter’s Guardian you
will need to begin the Guardianship process. You
can begin this process by contacting your Clerk of
Courts office in the county in which you live. They
will have paperwork that you will need to complete,
and they will walk you through the necessary steps.
The second area that needs to be addressed is your
daughter qualifying for government benefits. Depending on her diagnosis, and the level of need,
she may very well qualify to receive benefits such as
Medicaid and Supplemental Security Income (SSI).
Medicaid will provide health care but more importantly will provide access to services such as Housing, Supportive Employment, Transportation, and
more; while SSI will provide your daughter a monthly
income. In order to qualify for these items you must
contact your local social security office and apply.
You will need documentation that illustrates your
daughter’s disability, as well as documentation that
shows her financial situation.
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Please note that in order to qualify for Medicaid and
SSI, your daughter not only must qualify based upon
her diagnosis, but also financially. It is important
that your daughter does not have countable assets in
her name that exceed $2,000. Most assets will count
towards that $2,000 amount. If your daughter has
a savings account, a custodial investment account
(UTMA), checking account, savings bonds (and the
list continues) that total more than $2,000 she will
not qualify for Medicaid and SSI. Please take solace
in knowing that all is not lost if her accounts total
more than $2,000. There are steps you can take to
still qualify!
Your daughter’s 18th birthday brings joy, and also
brings important decisions for you, her and your
family. If you are unsure of the direction that is best
for your daughter and your family, please feel free to
contact us or visit our website for more information.
For more information on how to prepare for the future, be sure to contact a financial advisor who specializes in serving families with special needs. A Special Needs Plan is driven by what they call Unleash
L.I.F.E.™- L.I.F.E. meaning Lasting Independence For
Everyone™. This is accomplished with education,
action, and support in the creation, implementation, and continued monitoring of a specifically designed lifelong and integrated plan for your family: parents, caregivers, your loved one with special
needs and their siblings.
6000 Fairview Road, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28210
704-557-9637
www.aspecialneedsplan.com

HEALTHY EATING

Healthy and Delicious
Wraps

Healthy Eats courtesy of

By Elouise ROBINSON,
Autism Food Club

Choose any gluten- and casein-free fillings that you
would put in a wrap, using these egg wraps. If you
want to make more fillings you could use a warm
wrap and add a hash brown with perhaps onion
marmalade and ham or add sticky rice with sweet
chili chicken and thinly sliced carrots.

interesting to taste and to compliment your filling
choice.

One egg makes 3 saucer-sized wraps, or make larger
wraps to suit.

Cilantro, smoked paprika, chili wrap filled with spicy
chicken and salad and sliced avocado or guacamole;

Seasoning, such as pepper, salt, chili, fresh or dried
herbs like cilantro or parsley, or spices like cumin
can be added to the egg mixture to make it more

Oregano, basil, finely chopped sundried tomato or
tomato paste filled lettuce prawns and garlic mayonnaise.

Examples could be:
A mustard powder, black pepper and parsley wrap
filled with ham, cucumber, hash brown and mustard;

Ingredients
oon
• For each egg add 1 tablesp
of water
• Seasonings of choice with a
little salt and pepper
• Oil for cooking

METHOD
1. Whisk the egg in a bowl till thoroughly
mixed.
2. Heat some oil or coconut oil in a frying pan.
3. Pour a good scoop of the egg mixture into
the frying pan and rotate the pan to let the
egg spread out into a thin layer. The thinner
the better when using eggs as wraps.
4. Once cooked on one side, flip over.
5. Remove each wrap as they cook and leave
on a plate and allow to cool.
6. Repeat with all the mixture until you have
made enough wraps.
7. Place your favorite filling inside and roll up.
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